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The four stories arc   set in hunting country that looks 
like parts of I     • ':.:.n6  or Georgia or upstate Mew York.     The 
country is real and  the horses are real but the people are not. 
The characters are incomplete ideas of people whicl   1 avo been 
isolated from greatly  complicated individuals.      '. have-  separated 
ideas  that are clear  to me w] lie   these        >] ' '•     e  actually 
et are  too complex for ..e and maybe  _'or themselves   to under- 
star.  . 
ree  stories are  told  b. .en.    Dierdre  Fitzhug! 
jrhaps       ' while  the  other tw -e not yet twenty, 
he  last  story is written in the  third  person:   i bout a 
man    :        Lll  soon become old.     The stories are  arr i   ed  in toe 
order   rhich the;' srere writtec and  I  like   to think the blatant 
."    ws arc  concej trated  in  the  first story   "Tl i   Jria  Dns  Place". 
Tic  trouble   with  it is the in    sc ne       Lch  Is cot in tw 
by a  long digression necessi the    lot but poorly ir.te- 
■•   t  3   into the rest of  the  story;   its  structure Is   -      ;ed. 
I like   the  last story,  He   py    uckey's Dream Delight.     It is 
about hen  waters,   'ather of all hunting country,    rho appei 
•briefly in the other  three  stories.    V.e  is - 'fort  to  justify 
a wa;     if life, wl not be  justifiable.    Yet Hen   raters 
foun<   there is •: z   ucl   justification in this ~ 
life os   there is for any other.     The  .       ■    presented  a  pr 
for me 1 ecause it is unbroken by dialogue or any real action 
it is  the first story I have not limited  to  the first per- 
son "ith so-eone's own waj Lng as a  crutch.     A fine 
story is  one "_i:ere the people- arc- not  fragmented;  Peter  Taylor 
can do it,   si   wij     whole people who arc moving  in ?   total world 
of  their own.     I want  to write a  story  I can reed  after  s 
tine an<   while  see':,    m    isolated   idea,  r »ring       w I put 
it  there,   I would  like  to surprise myself with more,  maybe 
Tind  a  reel person I didn't know  I knew;   .hen I would  have  the 
content of a fine  story. 
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THE C II] LOUS PLACE 
THE CRI] : ONS PLACE 
It  is  not  that we disliked   the   Culclasures,   they 
couldn't be nicer,  but what were we  to think about a  family 
who would  move into  the Criramons Place?    And it was a mis- 
fortune   the way we learned about it.     Hot that I could  think 
of a  really pleasant way to learn that the Crimmons Place had 
people in it.     ..1th my hair half undone and sitting at my 
dressing  table I only looked out my window and   there it was 
to  see.     Like an explosion.     Every light in the  Crimr.ons Place 
popped on upstairs and over  the entry,  the garage,  and down- 
stairs,  and  the floodlights all over  the   -rounds.     The  Crimmons 
Place was making its own halo,  stronger even than  the  twilight. 
Of course   I don't know  that  they all  came  on the  instant  I 
looked out my dressing  ro m,   I rather doubt it,  but it was the 
realization.    The haze was like  the city  the way you  see  it 
when you're   still out on  the   turnpike.     "Paddy"   I   said.     I 
said   it  so quietly that he came running  to the window with one 
boot off,  expecting probably to see   the  children playing in 
the  well  again.     I  had   just heard   him flick on  the  heater in 
the  closet,   and at a   time  like  that   to learn  there were  people. 
God   Almighty,   I would   have   saic,   there are people  in  the 
Crimr.ons   Place.     That was all I  could   think of.     But with 
Paddy about   to go into  the  closet for lord knew how many 
hours,   and with  seven pounds   to lose   that he had  got from his 
. 
parties.     He  just stood behind me hugging one  b et  to his 
chest,    one of the brown pair,  squeezing it with both arms 
folded   aroune   it.     I  felt little     ellcts  of ~ud   crumble 
fro... the  heel onto my bad:,    .'.t a  time  like   bhat.    An 
finally all he could  sc;-,   and  that almost in a s]  :r, 
"Goc   Almighty,  they've got people in the Crimmons  .lace." 
:   sat on  the bed rail looking at  his  boot e.r.d   I 
alar:..ed  him again.    I don't know what I  said  exactly,  but 
there was  a wraith of a figure flying around   the curve  in 
the Cri.Tjv.ons  Place drivewa;   witl     ray hair flying out like 
; u pet strings.     Padd..   got   to his  feet and   the  child   darted 
throu-T   the gap in the  trees  that eld  Mrs.  Crimmons'   car had 
:.:aoc.     The  figure   came   down  the   ban!: in bounces and   then fell 
in the creel: mud   at   bh    1   tt     .     ; ecsuse even in dry   reather 
there is always a  mud  bath at  the bottc.    _'  the ban!:,  dividing 
our  place  from the Crir.r:ons  place.     ] ut  she   sprang up  from 
one  muddy knee and pushed   up with  her hands,   at a   run. 
was impossible not to  see she was racii  ;  -round   to the porch 
of our place. 
I sat quietly pulling  pins  out of my hai  ,   scraping the 
scalp a   little   to  make  it   tin-le.     "I wisl    sometimes   that our 
place vero   set at  angle- from  the   road.     The  Cri:_..ons Place 
probably doesn't  get noise   if a   truck cones  dov;n  the Valley 
road."     I  had   said   that to  Paddy about   the noise  before,   and 
I don't know why  I  said  it at a   ti:.:e  like   that.     Trivial. 
Because   .-.:' tl a   -       in  ; .: of trees,  w   could  see down 
the curve in the drive right into the entrance of tl a L ce. 
Not that we would want to look. Then bhi t crea ;ure when she 
came flying down the bank and up the hill to our Place — we 
could  see it all. 
If Mother had found  out about  tl c   3ulclasures and  had 
just told us before we  saw  the    lace  lit up it would  have been 
easier.     She would  have come    ver in a   ;ray flurr;      ;- bl 
'rizzing on the  sides,  escaping from her bun.     Ihe way 
it d she gets  uv;set.     She woul    hav    si     I  "     i':   *en, 
life  has its vicissitudes".    Then she    ould  have pi mped dowi 
to  get ready for  the news.     Silent,   expectant,  v/hile Pa        put 
a    -lass   in her hand   and we  ashed what in the world   was   the 
be • with her.     3he does know about things like Hat;     si e 
has a  thing about real estate.     She knows who has lived where 
for  the  last  two  hundred   years.    And  especially the Crinmons 
Place.     It worried  her  tremendously that it was  the  farm next 
to ours,  and   the  trouble if that kind of people move in.    But 
no one would  have ever dreamed   the  Culclasures.     God  Almighty. 
Mother  has delighted   since I can remember in tell:',. 
. Ut  the  Crlmmons Place.     She   could   start  her  hair frizzi^. ; 
out fron the bun just  talking about  it with an expression on 
her race  that was quietly horrified.    But  it is a  story every- 
one knows and   Mother could  never e ish  the  facts  lec:use 
would  instantly be   cauj ht   at it.     Well,   there  are   so:.:e 
k 
details we don't know for certain,   like  the color of the car 
old I'xs.  Crimmons swept over the bank and what her son said 
when they found  then.     And  I  think we still tell  the  thing 
without really understanding a word  of it.     It was simply the 
beginning of a  ion,-; nightmare when Old  ITS.  Crimmons appeared 
at Ben Waters'place a  long  time ago.    The year he  had  just 
become Master of  the Blkridge-Loudoun Hunt.    The year his 
father died and  he  tool: his place.     She   showed  herself to  '.-en 
with her  tale  that she wanted  to buy land   right in the middle 
of our hunt country.     Going   to build  a   place  for  her  son. 
Mr.   Smith she called  him.     And  it was because he was away in 
Ireland and wouldn't come  home.    He was  involved  in some   'cause 
over there,  as Mrs. Crimmons  put it.     Anyway she  had  got hold 
of some house   plans of a  -.lace he  admired,  some  Irish manor 
house, and  she wanted  to build  it for hii   here.     To get him 
home   I   supp-se.     Mother never   saw  the  old   lady's  son,   no one 
did  I don't  think.    But Mrs.   Crimmons had   some  good horses - 
her  second   husband  hunted   in Virginia  and   had  a   g   >d   stud   that 
Ben knew of.    And  then she  talked Ben into selling her land 
right in the middle of our country.    But he was you!     then. 
ut   then Bister  Smith,   Mother   tells  it lister  Smith,   never 
came   to  his   house.     Something about Blade and   Tans   that fought 
wit;   him.     He must have been a  truly shiftless person.  Even 
after all   the  trouble   the place has  caused,   Ben sounds  sorry 
for  the old Mrs.   Crimi ons when he  tells   ab ut her.    Be was 
sorr    when she came  to her  son's place and looked at  the 
entrance.     She never went inside   the place nobody thinks.     I 
can understand  that,  I  suppose.     Then her sen by the  Virginia 
taunt master showed up.     -logers Smith Crimmons.    And one night 
he drove   the  old   lady's  car down  the drive   from the Valley Road 
and  she drove his little car from the house.    As if  it were 
planned,  but Rogers was drunk everyone  is  sure.    They met in 
the  curve  and  the old  lady's car plowed   through tw    baby  trees 
with the board railings y u set around  baby  trees.     Too'.:  the:: 
ri ;ht down the bank with her.    lien found  her at the  bottom of 
the  bank in  the morning when he was walkini    ta    nds.     Rogers 
car was  hanging off the  top of the bank and  Rogers was in it 
asleep.     The  old  lady's car was  turned  over across  the ::ud  creek 
and  Mrs.  Crimmons was  in it.    In the mud creek.    Hot  that 
Mother always  rets  stories  like  that straight, but  then in 
this cose  she  had  to.     And   that was Ben's version,   toe.       c 
60  think that Mrs.   Crimmons'  car was purple,  and   that when  tl 
got  Rogers awake he  sole  in his  inimitable way "The Old  Lady 
ead,   Cod   save   the  old   Lady    Crimmons." 
Paddy and I have pulled    logers out of a ditch,  frequently 
since we have lived here.     Twice  in the  last five years right 
on Valley Road, and  he was   driving a  purple  car.     I  cannot  tell 
if that enhances  the detail  that Mrs.  Crimmons died  in a  purple 
car.    Or purple was added  since all  Rogers'  cars have been 
purple.     But when I   think of the  old   Lady and   see   the  gap  in 
the young   trees,   I know it was  purple. ers  get  rid  of   the 
3rimmons Place handily in an unethical way.    He put it 
in the  hands  of  the real estate bastard  Edward  Bundy.    Mother 
says she has never :.:et anyone in the world named Bundy who 
was worth a  sigh.    But v/e people,  and Mother especially, irade 
it difficult for anyone  to get hold  of the Cri      ns  place. 
And none of us,  surely,  would   touch it.    Lundy was  such a fool 
to think he could  turn the place  into a country club and  he 
even sounded  Een Waters for more land   to put in a golf  course. 
Nothing could   have been more ludicrous.     A ninth hole  in the 
Lddle  of our hunter   trial course.     ..othing could   have   been 
rr.ore horrible.     Bund;    w  s rrustrotc-d with  so much real estate; 
not ever, an outsider would buy a  place with  twenty-four acres 
of lawn with little round gardens everywhere,  c.i.C not a  barn 
on the  place.     Jven if  it was a   leautiful Irish ranor house. 
hich  it was.    Though if  the  owners  of the original  house 
u ew about it,   the;   would be  right   to sue.     The Cri;r_-:.ons place 
did not belong anywhere  in the world.    Bund;   finally after 
years  of nothin     . r.   than  tending   twenty-four acres of lawn, 
put pigs out near the  entrance  to Ten tfate -s'     lace.     But that 
has been before  I could  remember and Ben should be experienced 
enough  to handle  something like   that if it were  to happen again, 
.c  have wanted  to  think so.    And  all Elkridge-Loudoun really 
suffered from it is  that we  inherited Rogers  Smith Crimmons. 
Paddy had  the misfortune  to find  out  that Rogers is some hind 
of  cousin from the Virginia   lineage  on his father's   side, 
related  vaguely  to  the Old  Lad;,'s   second  husband.     Paddy 
found  out that R gers added   the  last letter  to  his name him- 
self.    For  the effect he  thought it would  produce  I suppose. 
Anyone who would  tar.per with his own name for effect.    Lord 
knows  I would have changed   my name  Ion.- ago, but  ..   name  is 
fj   ily and  that docs make it suitable.     Paddy has  showed   his 
relation  to Rogers by pulling him out of ditches  over  the 
years,   and   he has  showed   his aversion by  turning   hi:.; out of 
the house  the next morning. 
If anything was done  to the Crimmons Place  after thet, 
undy had  to do it.     Rogers would  come  to  the entrance and 
salute  the  place  sometimes.    He would  stand in the drive  and 
lau I   sometimes and  the  house with the kitchen wing and  the 
garage on the other sice would act like a  sounding board. 
And  once he made  so much racket thi t Paddy went up the ban 
throuch  the  gap  in the   trees.     He  stayed   for more   than an 
hour,  but  I certainly was not going over  to  the Crimmons Place 
to  get him*    Finally he car.:e back down the  bank with  Rogers, 
and put him in the front bedroom.     Paddy only said  "He's an 
odd   bastard.     Rogers."     The next morning,   though,   he   turned 
• ;ers out of the house.    He did walk over to bring Rogers1 
car  back  to our place  for him.     done tines   I could   look over 
at  the place and   just  think it was mean that  the  Crimmons 
Place could  thrive    The lawns were cut  sometimes by Bundy's 
people.       henever he   thought he had   soneone  to look at it  I 
suppose.     And  my children picked  flowers   in the  round  gardens. 
They were  forbidden of  course.     And   the   trees a Ion"   the drive- 
way long ago crushed   the board railings  that were  first set 
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around  them.     They look ode now,  curving around with that gap 
on  bhe  ledge of  the batik. 
Eut then when Paddy and  I found  out that Bundy had  sneak- 
ed people into  the  Crimmons ilace, re had  sturdy reason tc  be 
alarmed.    :.ore  than alarmed   I can say.     "I  think  Bundy has put 
some more pigs  out on the Crimmons Place,  Dee-Dee."    Paddy 
smiled a short  smile,  though a pleasant one.     Padd    has a way 
of looking extremely charming at all  the wrong   tines.     He  got 
up and   scraped   his   boot  free  on  the  boot-jack,   then walked 
into  the  heated   closet and   slammed   the door.     .vater was running 
far tc  the front of  the house behind  several closed doors.     I 
heard  Val scream softly as Beatrice   slipped   her  into  the   tub. 
/hen I! got up  from  the dressing   table after   I  finished   combing 
out my hair,   I  ran.     We   threw a   terrycloth robe  on Val and   left 
the   two  children  together.     Then I practically pushed   Beatrice 
dc\;n the front stairs,   telling  her quickly that there really 
vere  people in  the  Crimmons   Place,   lights on everywhere,   and 
that   they had   sent one of  their people  over   to  our place.     Then 
I looked   out a   front v.'indov   to  see  if   I could   get a   look at 
gray haired  child   before  she  got onto   the  porch.     Lut  I saw 
her fly around   the   side  of  the  house,   for   Lord's   sckes,   didn't 
even touch  the   porch.     I ran the  length of  the house and   had 
settled   half-way down the kitchen steps before  either  Beatrice 
or  the child   fror. the  Crimmons i-lace got  to   the kitchen door. 
I had   time to     sit down on the widest   step    .\.c  e   the  stairwell 
curves  and  I could   peer around  ano   sta,   hidden.     1 c     rice 
walked into the kitchen before the child  started   to knock 
on the  screen.    But Beatrice waited  sorr.e  time,   j   st standing 
in the darkened doorway to  the pantry.       hen she   started  for- 
ward   she   said   "come  in" in a   tone  I had  neve; heard   before. 
As  if  she were daring  the child  to walk in our kitchen. 
Chi per and   Rafferty trotted   in when :. eatrice  opened   the 
door,  but when it closed  the child was standing  farther away 
on the porch.     I could  only see her face  lit up  by  bhe kitchen 
ht,  pale with smoky yellow hair framing her face,  but  the 
strands hanging over her shoulder  awa;     r .. bhe  li ht were 
gray.    Hair stood  away from her face in confused  directions 
as  if she were still running.    She was older by a few years 
than Val,  older  than Val or Padraic, which was  a  relief  to 
me because my children would not be interested  in her.    Per- 
haps  ten,  end  frightened.     I wanted Beatrice to  say something 
comforting  to her,  in that  pleasant tone  she saves for any of 
the dogs when they are  hurt.       ut even though Beatrice sur- 
prised me a  little I could easily understand her.    She has 
always adopted'our   opinions,   and  when I was gr   wing  up,   she 
had   the  same  opinions as Mother.     She even riives   me   two dol- 
lars   to bet on Paddy when I go off with him to   the races. 
And   I bring her back -.ore money,   though it is absurd of her 
to  think I would  place a bet. 
»Ah*m Lou Ann Culclasure, and we just xoved in across 
the way." She waved in a vague turn of her wrist toward my 
barns,  obviously   turned around  from her circle   of our house. 
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She paused with a  shortness of breath and Beatrice opened  the 
screen again.     I leaned   farther around   the   corner  of   the  stair- 
well,   but  I would  have  had   to  sit on the bottom stair  to see 
her at full length.     Beatrice  held   the door  open until   the 
child had  to come in.    As she passed  I got an impression of 
blue and purple and green stripes flash down her legs.     Her 
outfit made her look like the  Baj     f Naples,  for lord's  sake. 
I saw the mud  on her knees and hands where  she fell down the 
bank.     Lou  stood   in the  :r.iddle  of Beatrice's  scrubbed  kitchen, 
"If Y'all are eating supper I can come back another  time", and 
she  started   to  back  toward   the screen again.     She  felt  Chipper 
behind  her and  jumped. 
"..hat is  itV'Leatrice insisted.     I would hav    sla  ped 
her had  she used  that tone  to me. 
"Urn.    Kama wants  to know if  she  could  borry a  soup pot 
and  a  oven dish,  please.     Tut   I  can come back if you're  busy 
or I'm sure mama can make do."    She was out  of my ranee    But 
Beatrice's voice  stopped   her   shuffle   to  the  door.     "I  have  the 
utensils."    Then,   "Ts there something else you need,  food?"     I 
would have slapped her.     The  child  cane back into  the middle 
of  the kitchen s lling for  the first  time.     "No uh-uh.    We got 
food  in the Lincoln.    And we  got sleeping bags  in case   the 
moving people  don't get up here in time.    But Mama  only brought 
one pan."     Beatrice was  at  the door ahead   of  Lou with   the pots. 
The child  took them and was down the porch  steps."I'll get 
them back right away.    Thank you." 
11 
"Where arc you from" Beatrice  raised  her voice. 
"Smyrna"   She called  from the d  r - porch. 
Smyrna" Paddy howled  fro™ the  top of  the  stairs. 
" .here   the  hell is   Smyrna?     Eut the;,    got food   in the  lincoln." 
I'e  laughed  loud and  pleasantly.    The way he should not have 
done,  but  the way he always  did at a  time  like  that.    And  even 
though he  had   to sweat for half the night  in the closet,  he 
came  down  the  stairs   offering   to pour for  Beatrice  and  me  in 
the  living room. 
Before we went  to bed   I cave Beatrice instructions  to 
keep the  children away from the Crimmons I1- ce.     Then for the 
next two weeks Paddy and  I did not mention Culclasure  or  Sri - 
mons, and  I don't think they were on his mind  once.    Ee rode 
Mike and  Evelyn Shaw's  two colts, not poorly,  but he was weak 
from losing  that much weight in one night.    And  he clubbed  one 
colt  twice over the ears.     I saw it from the  stands,  but the 
officials missed  it.     But  then I was looking for somethixi 
like  it because I knew he was in rather a  vicious mood.    The 
colt was  a crazy fool anyway,  but Paddy neve-  left  the  saddle 
when the  colt stumbled,  and  came down over the water  jump. 
Paddy was clinging  to him and  the way Padd;   was  taking chances 
I  cculd   hardly  tell which of   them was   the   crazy fool. 
But   then seven -ins  out of nine races  is never going  to 
make  Paddy cry.       e   brought   the Sh.ws back with us  and  Teddy 
Voss aad   Teddy's brother  to  our place afterwards.     It was not 
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promising to be a party I could invite Mother to, so I called 
ahead to have he:- take Beatrice and the children bad: to her 
■lace.  I was getting nervous with Paddy1 s friends more rowdy 
than usual, and the Culclasures across the way, nd probably 
. ;ers Smith Crimmons on our front porch as he always anaged 
to be when I went off to the races with Paddy. It was prac- 
tically dark when we got home. Yet I could clearly see a thin 
child mowing the yard, light green paths around a blac'.: oval 
of shaggy grass. The children were in the front paddock with 
Dappy and Pepper, and nc one in sight to watch them.  An to 
make everything more lovely, Teddy and his brother had driven 
in ahead of us.  They were lounging in the living room with 
Mother there, too.  She was sitting on the sofa and the "osses 
keeping tier company though they already had a good headstart 
on the party.  "You saw the Culclasure boy in front" she offer- 
ed us as greeting.  "Dixie Culclasure." She added.  Paddy 
exploded, then subsided into chortles "for Gods sakes, Dixie." 
"Quiet, you could be heard" she raised her voice to warn 
as the power mower came along side the front porch.  ': fell" 
she flounced bach in the sofa, hair beginning to frizz. 
Evelyn and Mike came in and Paddy poured for everybody. Then 
Mother was primed to begin "Life has its vicissitudes, child- 
ren" she looked sharply at Teddy Voss who was making consider- 
ably more noise than the power mower.  "Children, the Culclasure 
children want to learn to rice, there are three of the:.:, or 
i:- 
four,  and  they have been in the front paddock for  two ghastly 
weeks.     Those people,  something must be  done." 
"Dee-Dee'll  teach then, put  then to work Dee."    Poddy 
d   me  on  the neck,   "Looks as   if your mother has already 
got one of  them hired." 
"IV" Mother's voice rose  to drone out  tho power mower. 
Then she  subsided  into dangerous,   low  tones.     "Padraic,  Beatrice 
allowed  him to mow the lawn because  the  little creature asked 
her if he could.   'To make  it up for hanging round  the barn1as 
he  sale  it." 
I wanted   to hear what kother said,  afraid   she  had  involved 
us with the  Crimmons Place people.    And  by that  time, l.other 
would  know their  life histories for  two generations back,   though 
at  the   time  I might have doubted   that  the  Culclasures had   any 
histories   thct ran back even two  generations.     But  the Channings 
and  some losing  jookies were  coxing onto the porch and  the 
Crashaw twins'  station wagon had  pulled  up.    Mother simply had 
to go,  quickly, with the children.    I called  Beatrice  to  pack 
them up,   thinking  to send   Beatrice with them to Mother's  place 
I had  Mother convinced  she  should  leave,  and  she had no  i  as 
that the Vosses were already drunk,  I don't  think,  anyway. 
Everything  looked as  if it would   straighten itself  out 
except   then there was an ungodly  shriek and   Paddy was out   the 
door to make a run for the barns.     I thought it might be Val. 
But by  the   time  I  could reach the  front door,   I ran intc   Pad.y 
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coming back in.    Even Teddy Voss was aware that something 
was wrong.     Paddy had  an unconcerned   grin on his face which 
was ablaze with wind burn.     It ;:;ade him look rather drunk. 
"That Culclasure boy ran over himself with his lawnmower. 
He was  trying  to push  the damn thing  uj   the ban!:,  and  it cane 
down on top of him."    But the child was screaming as if his 
foot had  been severed. 
"Well Paddy,  gc  see what is  the matter with him,  will 
you ?II 
"Well for gods   sake,"  as if he   had  not  thought of   that 
himself.    He disappeared with a glass  still in his  hand,  just 
as  Ben Waters drove onto  the lawn.     There were cars parked at 
odd  angles across  the drivewaj,  one with its lights  on.     Paddy 
hopped  onto  the porch as Len climbed  it from the other side. 
"The  Culclasure boy cut  three   of his   toes off.     It's a 
bloody mess.    Hi Ben.    Rode  Evelyn's colt to win yester-" 
"Cut off his   toes."     Ben was  off  into   the dusk toward 
the  screaming boy.    But Mother was on  the porch too.     "Child- 
ren,   I am calling  the practitioner.     It Will be fine."     Paddy 
was grinning amiably at aie.    Yet he breathed  in my ear with an 
air of secrecy,   "Deirdre,   think you better call a doctor before 
your nother gets a dann priest out here   to   heal him.     Priest 
won't  stop   that  squalling." 
When I got the phone  away from Mother promising to call 
her Christian scientist myself for her,  Ken had  the Crimmons 
J. 
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Place boy on the couch bleeding on r.y blue hook rug.     "Reminds 
me  of the  tine your mare got shredded across  the flank •."hen 
we   tried   to pasture breed   her  to  Ben's  stud"     Paddy was   bend- 
ing  over examining the foot "Little boy,  you Just cut off 
three of your toes."    Dixie    screamed and increased  tears made 
brown lines down each cheek.     The lawn mower was  still going. 
"My mama,   I want  ...   . ama." 
"Oh,  yeah,   can you wrap a   towel ove:' his  f.ot and   mouth, 
somebody better  take him over  to  the Crimmons."     Teddy was 
bending over  the foot,  too.     "Paddy did  you really try  to pas- 
ture breed  to lien's stud'.     You crazy fool,  it's a wonder you 
have a mare  left." 
Een lifted  Dixie in his arms.    I  tried  to say somethiJ 
nice  to  the  little bay,  and  st p  the flood  onto my hook rug 
with a kitchen towel, but  the child was  so loud,  and  the  towel 
was already sopping.     His   left foot was  ,';reen stained  from 
grass and   the other one was ghastly.     "Look,  I'll drive  him, 
Deirdre."     Een looked   concerned.     "Can ; ct  something   else 
to keep the blood off my car?" 
When Ben came back,  Beatrice had  the children and  Mother 
on. their way ever  to her place in somebody's car.    The  last 
car in the driveway,    I don't know whose it was.    And   the 
Christian scientist practitioner had  cone and  gone quickly. 
i-addy had  asked him out  to  see my mare.     It was not that I 
minded  Paddy's parties,  up to a point,  but they were  talking 
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horses end  the language was beginning   bo deteriorate.     I was 
beginning to weary of it and worse,  Rogers  Smith  Crimmons had 
cone  in with some  young girl who could  have been his  grand- 
child.     Paddy was  in a fighting mood  one  Teddy Voss was asleep 
behind   the sofa.     So I  hardly noticed   the man when he cane in. 
The Crimmons Place man.    He had flowered orange  shorts on and 
a  sports shirt to match.    Fat,  with colored  sandals and  socks 
in a diamond pattern.    He had been rin ;ing  the bell apparently 
a Ions  time before Ben noticed  him.     "Sorry to worry "fall,  but 
do you have flood   lights  at  the  front  of your house." 
"Good  evening,  Mr.  Culclasure" Ben said. 
'Hi,  urn forgotten your name.    Ben.    That's right.     Good 
to see you.     Thank-you for brin my boy hone." 
Paddy stopped  in the middle of a wordy sentence  to  stare. 
"You see  I got to find my son's  toes."    Mr.   Culclasure  said. 
He extended a  lar'-e hairy hand  to Paddy.     "Lunceford  is  the 
name,  Lunch,  they call me. iod  to know you."    Paddy went out 
in the yard with his friends behind him.    Flashlights and bea- 
cons  blinked everywhere.    Lunch stood  in the doorway with 
Rogers,  and  they seemed   to know one another,     I  tried  to   jet 
out into the yard  but    logers  caught my arm.     "Die you meet 
Anne?    This is Mr.   Culclasure's eldest daughter."    Only  then 
did   I   stop  to look at  the  child with him.     She was fair with 
white blond  hair,   obviously not her own.     And  a   sundress 
louder  than her father's outfit,  though it was fashionable, 
I   suppose.     I mean it may have  cost a ridiculous   sum. 
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The evening could  have been no more outrageous even 
when Paddy came in with tuo  toes in his hand.     "Next to an 
azalea   bush near  the hot tor. or   the  bank.     Looked   so darn much 
like   little white and  pink flowers,   is why we  .r.issed   the-::. 
Evening to you Culclasurc.     _ou can go now." 
Ben followed   him in  the door with another pale  toe. 
"Look here,   that's all of   'em" Paddy added,   "you wouldn't be 
interested in a night cap,   I don't suppose."    The flowered 
ran had  the flowered daughter by the arm and  the toes in his 
hand.     I was   tired   enough not  to care- what Paddy said.     I   even 
thought that if he did  offend  the ran we would be done with it. 
And   I  saw it coring.     The ran smiled into the  light of  the 
porch,  still gras ing his daughter who was vehemently trying 
to pull away.    "If you folks got need of a dip in the morning, 
we got our pool filled  and workk.     oka;;."    lie stepped  back 
into  the dark.    "And  thanks again for seeing my son home,  Ben," 
he called.     Paddy was  out  the  door again climbing   the ban7,: up 
to  the Crimmons Place,  and  our house full of people behind him. 
"JL^-Jce,   we're       i:i"   f r   •    swi:.:.       :;.  c on friends   of mine." 
Someone  even  got Rogers moving at a   canter up  the  hill, 
went  home.     I know he   is dearly fond   of Paddy,  only I   think 
that  he prefers him out hunting and definitely not at a  race 
party.     Sometimes Ben is like that.     I was left alone in my 
house with Teddy asleep behind   the   sofa   and  blood   on my blue 
hook rug.     The flood   lights  care on at  the  Crimmons  Place, 
creating  their own haze,  just like  the light over an ugly city, 
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the way you can see it from a  distance. 
Perhaps we might have  let it end at that, with  the 
Sulclasures on their side of the bank end we on ours.    After 
all  the  Crimmons Place was only twenty-four acres of lawn. 
You could   see   their entire property at one   leisurely glance. 
Paddy woke  up typically after his part; ,  apologizing 
for  the race crowd he brought here.     And decided we could 
spend   a vacation schooling for   the  hunt  season and   ~ive   the 
children some help.    Maybe give Lassiter to Teddy's  son and 
find  a larger pony for Val.    She was be inning  to need  some- 
thing  that could  jump more truly. 
I did not realise Beatrice was  away witl    bhe  children 
until a knock on the kitchen screen became ridiculously per- 
sistent.    Paddy went down because he was dressed  in  the same 
clothes he  had worn to his party. 
"Mr.  Pitzhugh,  ay mama  sent me over here with  this for 
you,   and   she wants  to know if you can cone-   over  to dinner at 
three  o'clock." 
ii  -  ii 
"Paddy," I called from the top of the stairs, 
"./hat is your nar.e little ;-irl".  Come in." 
"Lou Ann Culclasure, My brother, Dixie-" 
"I know" Paddy said. 
..hen I cane into the kitchen the ..ray headed child was 
still at the screen, hut her hair was neatly pressed in long 
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braids down each shoulder.     She- wore a yellow dress with 
ruffles end   black patent  shoes.     I smiled   as I (".rev her into 
the kitchen.     She responded with a  large   grin and  thrust a 
wax papered  pan into my arms.     "It's peach cobbler.     Mama 
makes then best." 
"Are you going  to have fried  chicken for dinner at 
three?"     Paddy propped  himself against  the  sink with  hands 
dangling and  legs stuck out and  his hair in an uproar. 
"I don't know|  Sir.    Mr.  Crimmons  is coming so it'll 
be  special.     Maybe chicken,  but maybe roast beef." 
Paddy  straightened  "Rogers  is going  to be there?     .'.'ell 
I'll be damned." 
She started back toward the door. "Yessir, Ke has been 
in the azalea bushes under my sister's window all morning, so 
mnm.a  thought  to ash him and  since y'all are cousins." 
"Look,   Lou" Paddy  had   her by both  elbows,    'why don't  I 
walk back with you,  and  find  old  Rogers, am afraid  I can't 
join you for chicken.    I've, we've an appointment." 
She relaxed  once more  under Paddy's  smile  "Okay.    Mama 
sent the cobbler in case you mi  ht have  one,  an appointment. 
And  Mama  said   to   tell  she's  grateful for you  seeing about Di::ie 
and  getting  his   toes and all.     Do you know  they sewed   them 
right back on.     Is your appointment to ride horses?"     She was 
completely loose,  beaming at Paddy. 
"Yes.     To  rice horses." 
"Is   that all you folks do?     That would   be nice   to do   that. 
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"Paddy,  smooth your hair." I said. 
He stayed at the Crimmons Place until I  thought he 
really was going   to sit down to a chicken dinner.    But he 
cane down the bonk with   to era  Just before three.    He earns 
In smiling,   but that was no indication of whether he had been 
cordial  to   the Gulclasures.     He   could   smile  and   still  say the 
wrong  thing.     Yet all he said  about the   Julclasures was  that 
he had promised he would  get me  to  teach their children to 
ride which incensed   rue until   I  heard what we were charging 
the:...    And  then he  said,   "Old  Rogers is  talcing  the Crimmons 
Place people for a  long ride."    Even so Faddy had  taken it 
upon himself  to get him out of  the Crimmons Place azaleas. 
And   after  I   thought about it  I  little minded   the involvement. 
It was  only   the children and   I did  charge   the:.: a marvelous   sum 
for   the lessons.     Soon they were taking   the ponies  cross  coun- 
try by themselves,  and when I  schooled my mare  I liked  to have 
tlien with me.    Lunch Culclasure wanted  us  to swim   .henever we 
wanted.    His wife even got so  she called   to tell us when the 
water was going   to  be   emptied.     I was  surp ised   but  she did   it 
in a  casual way,   and  never  said   she was afraid   some   of Paddy's 
friends would   t3ke  a  leap some ni/ht and   crack  their heads. 
Cf course we never dined with   them,   chicken dinner.     And   the 
Gulclasures  came   to  understand   their situation rather well. 
Mother was never reconciled,  but that was  to be expected.     6he 
found   out from the real estate  people   that Lunch   Julclasure was 
a restaurant man who   had a real genius for   that  sort of   thing 
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and had become president of a whole restaurant chain.  That 
horrified Mother so much that she suggested I let the child- 
ren live with her in the summer. Absurd.  My children were 
too young to becor.o involved with the Crinr.ons Flace people. 
The only thing that worried me was the eldest daughter.  The 
Culclasurec had moved into our country especially so the girl 
could neet the "right" people.  But then they cane tc under- 
stand that there were nc rentaurant people for them here.  I 
had to make he see that her children could not hunt in brown 
leather jackets.  And ve swar.: in the "gleaming" as Mrs* Cul- 
ciasure put it. I really think we could have coexisted indef- 
initely had it not been for ;.o;;ers Crimmons. 
I had no idea what he was doing until I tool: Lou and Dir.ie 
with me to the races.  I had them fairly well trained. They 
knew how tc shake hands, and say how do you do, though I only 
allowed ther. to perform for Mother.  I managed well enough by 
taking the:.: to the paddocks to show then the horses Paddy was 
to ride, to avoid introducing then:.  It was a pleasant day, 
shining.  Paddy hated one of his r.ounts, tut he was confident. 
: e- would always rather ride in the cross country races, but I 
could hardly take the Gulclasure children with r.e to one of 
then.  It was better to take then to the timber races set up 
like an outside course, around a flat tri>ck.  Lou was always 
frightened about one thing or another, afraid she would do 
something wrong.  She had absolutely no grace, but she was 
useful in keeping her brother quiet. 
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The first race ran well. Paddy second on Tor. Frederick's 
bay.  The course was dry.  Sunshine reflected off the white 
fence around the grass oval with the green so bright that it 
looked artificial.  It was broiling on the course because it 
was even hot in our shadowed seats.  And I knew what sort of 
words the jockies were throwing at one another. Paddy's 
mouth was worTing :mu I Anew how ho was talking.  Especially 
when he got stuck in a. pocket behind three other horses.  And 
he was riding that ;ray fool he hated.  Hot that he wasn't 
fast, the fastest horse in the race, and they all knew it. 
That was :;'ni-  those three horses closed in front of him to make 
the pocket. But the gray was mean, he fought all the tine, 
and he was so rough Paddy had a wretched time controlling his 
direction. The children were squirming in the heat, and Lou 
tugged my arm when Paddy was trying to find a way through the 
three horses. As they came to a wide brueh jump the three 
damn horses were bunched dangerously, and when one went down 
they all did.  Paddy was turning into the jump, and surely it 
looked as if he would come down in that horrible mess of horses 
and men. 
"key Dee-Dee,   there's  -lo-rers and my sister Anne.     Down 
at  the roil,  see?"    Lou pointed  toward  the exposed  crowd 
below.     "See the blue  straw hat and  the flowers?"     The three 
horses were down and  I could  see  Edgar Channlag under his 
horse on the far   sice  of  the  jump.     Paddy's  -ray rose  to   take 
the   jump as  Edgar's horse scrambled   to  his feet.     The  rider- 
less  horse  leapt forward clearing  the way just as Paddy was 
coming over.    Tut the crazy fool was fighting.      Sdgar  rolled 
into  the brush  to miss  the gray's hooves.    Paddy had  used  nil 
his  strength to veer  the gray  to the clear place, and   the  gray 
was fighting against him, at the same time trying to keep his 
balance.    The horse- stumbled and came down but Paddy was still 
on his back when he rose.     The rest of  the field was  hopelessly 
ahead,   but Paddy was   so furious he beat   the  animal matching   his 
e with the  gray's own temper. 
"Dee-Dee"   the   stupid girl tucged  again,   "Loci: at  the 
steeplechase  horse without a   rider.     He's   jumped   into   the  mid- 
dle   track.     Can he do   that?" 
.gar Channing's horse was running at an angle from the 
field.     Ee ran across   the green center and   it  looked   as if  he 
were going  to  jump the white  fence back onto  the  timber track. 
Lou  and   Di::ie were laughing,   pointing,   swaying  as giggles  rip- 
pled   over  them.     Paddy was  still behind   the field,  and   the 
loose  horse was   ever   the white  fence across   the   flat   track and 
he   jumped  into   the midst of  the  timber horses   as  they came 
around  the curve.    The loose  horse hit the nearest running 
horse in about  the middle of his flank spinning him to the 
ground.     Teddy Voss's wife had  risen in the next bo;:  to grip 
the  rail.     The  impact   sprawled   three  horses  as   the one hit by 
;ar's  horse   spur: into   their paths,   like a   bowling  ball.     The 
loose horse was  lying motionless at  the rail.     The stands were 
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quiet. Paddy passed the downed horses to the right fighting 
that damned gray the while. The two children cheered, and I 
don't know,  but I  turned around  and  slapped  Dixie. 
"Don't do that to him" Lou said,  horrified,   but then she 
noticed   the  quiet,   "are   those   horses  going   to be  all right?" 
I  thought  it was  Teddy Voss   that  the ambulance picked  up first. 
His wife   left  the box and  ran down the  steps   toward  the   track. 
I was only glad   that  I didn't  have  tc run.     I  sat down and   the 
stands started  to murmur quietly. 
"He didn't mean anything by laughing,  Dee-Dee.      to ers 
was doing  it."    I  looked  toward  the crowd  in the  sun.      .:-ers 
had   the Culclasure  girl by  the  arm.     He was  laughing hysteri- 
cally and waving directly at me.     "■■'ill   that  horse  get  up, 
Dec—Dee?     Will that one down there  that  jumped  the white fence 
get up?"     Lou persisted. 
I walked  down the   steps   into   the   sun with  those  Culclasure 
children following me.     "Go away"  I  turned around.    But the 
girl tugged my purse strap.     "We want to  stay with you,  Dee- 
Dee, we're  sorry."     I went   to   the  exercise  paddock and   found 
Paddy leaning against  the  fence.     "Dee,   let's go.     You drive 
me  home,   all right?"     It was dark '..hen we   got bock, and   Paddy 
was very   tired.     Only once did   the   Culclasure boy say  something 
to him.     "Mr.  Pitzhugh,  is all you do ride horses for a living? 
I wish I could do  that." 
All that year the Culclasures lived on the Crimmons Flace 
-A 
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and  I was fooling with their children.     Rogers was  busy preen- 
ing  the eldest daughter.    Ke took her everywhere,  introduced 
her  to everyone and actually was planning for her coming out. 
Lot  that  the girl reslly understood  the word  but he  got the 
Culclasures   to enter her in the  "right"   school,  and   actually 
Rojers  did  know  the right people.     His  father did   have  good 
ucses,   Paddy even rode  one of then.     So it must not  have been 
hard   to fool those people, lord knows  they never did  know any- 
thing  at all. 
They had gardeners  crawling about   the  lawns  for weeks in 
preparation.     It was  stupid   to see,  but tetter perhaps   than see- 
ing  Lunch on his   tractor lawn nower with his  flowered   shorts 
and  a   long cigar hanging fro::: :is rr.outh.     when  they were   throu. ; . 
even a   snail pony could  not have  survived with  the   run of all 
twenty-four acres for  grazing.    And 1'JTS.  Gulclasure worked in 
the  little  gardens herself,   even had   ther. enclosed   in cement 
rungs painted white.    By the  time Mrs.   Gulclasure's   'gloaming* 
was fading,   the restaurant Gulclasures  had   their house   lit up 
as   if   they were  celebrating   the fourth early.      .'hat   they called 
their daughter's  coring   out was a  party,  r.ore like   someone's 
graduation party.     The  girl was never presented  act  ally.     But 
on her party night they had   strung blue flood   lights  around   the 
pool,   and   they certainly were   trying awfully hard.     Paddy and   I 
watched   from our porch while Val and  Padraic  rode   in  the front 
paddock.     Cars were backed up to  the gap in the   trees  on the 
ban': before   the children had   their ponies !;ot.     I   let   the 
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Culclasure children cor.o in my kitchen because  I wanted  to 
hear their excited chatter about  their sister's party. 
"leu have to hand  it to Rogers" Paddy said,   "I only 
wonder exactly what he expects out of it." 
Before I could tell him to be quiet Lou spoke up.     "Oh 
logers doesn't expect anything in return.    lie  just likes my 
sister Anne alot and wanted  to help with her party.    Mai t 
said   he's   the  one made  it possible." 
"I see" Paddy said  and motioned r.e into  the living  room 
for a   drink.     By  midnight  the  haze was   still hanging  over   the 
Jri:-."-.ons  Place  and   the noise from  the poolside was outrageous. 
Cars lined  the Valley l.oad for a  quarter of a mile and  there 
were people   everywhere.     Paddy was  losing patience when some- 
one knocked on our door.    The small Culclasure children stood 
ovx the porch when Pacdy opened  the door,  cur:'- us.     "Could we 
tall:  to Dee-Dee maybe for a minute, Mr.  l^itzhugh."    It was 
minutes before  I could get them to answer Paddy's questions 
as  to why  they vere here. 
"We were wondering if we  could  stay in your front  bed- 
room tonight;   we wouldn't get under the   sheets   or anything." 
The pale  little  girl looked at me,   frightened.       ' .11   these 
people came into Anne's party that she didn't invite.     There 
must be a   thousand of them.    And one man is floating on his 
stomach in  the pool and   some people  threw meat patties in the 
water,   and-" 
"And   some  guys couldn't get  into  Daddy's   liquor cabinet 
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so they went out  to the garage and  got an axe," Dixie added. 
"Good   god,   Paddy"   I   said. 
"Or we could bring o-r sle ; bags over.    Mama was 
erring and  all and Daddy was  tr  L ■'   tl   ..    wa: ." 
Paddy  put his boots  bach on and started  out the door 
with  the dogs trotting behind.    "You can  stay here Lou.    Dixie. 
Did   you see    .; ;ers  over  there?" 
"He was,  but he I t have left"  Lou whimpered  and   began 
to cry. 
I    ut  the:., in the front bedroom though  they would c; 
lie  on the counterpane.    Ey the time Paddy came back the 
Drimmons house was quiet.     The lights were  out because it was 
beginning  to davn.    After  the police cleared   the people and 
cars  away there was no wa.     f  telling what had h id  earlier, 
except that  there were  two Culcl sure children in my front bed- 
room,        s   ers did  not  stumble   in the door.     Pa-    ,   .   .1     him by 
the  bach: of  his dinner jacket,  thougl     togers w s  s  ilij    .      :  ee- 
Dee,  cousin Rogers has been    laying garr.es.     I found  him at the 
pub at ?our Corners.    H    I ad  been sending people  to   the  Srimmons 
Place all night,   telling  them there was a  hell of a  big  socie 
party open  to the public.     His exact        ds."     I 1'-  ked  at       ;ers 
and knew he was drunk but  there was a hard  sober expression 
behind  the drink loosened  face.    He had  a  satisfied  expression 
as if he had  just riser, from a finely prepared meal.    Paddy 
dumped  him in the brown easy chair  and   he  didn't soy anythin   . 
y looked  angry.    He  etcrc    at   .--era  as  if :.o were  going 
^ 
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to  .        soro thing t    In     LJ     .'.     Ln si    .•t  sue   s,          way 
arts th    s oe of a  suddej   ';..     :    . aev 
it.    1      ;urne and  brusl         as1          :   I '■   :   u]   to 
bed. of any ki]         ' ear         :ioj    >n is face  ex- 
c                           as tired.     I                            •'     '              ■   ,   too. 
,.,.■.. •_       ■         ...             . •                              is car 
J- of  the ditcl     .   Valle;     load. s was  the  s 
around the Crj s Place, blac] Lns hi 
:■:. .      ' its     ? blij      "'.-•      .      he  si 
to   the   ' ouse 's  froj t  ic   tl e   i       .' : r ..'. .'c-.: ; . 
yelled  at it. h« i Plac 
on a  Tue-sdc.;   night.    A at red inferno, i in 
■•■'.'. '.:•     - 'irst big one 
. its foundatioj 
smootl       ov€       .     w    '.:-.'        i .". ;e st 'azing 
res. ;rass  .' i      ■   ti er ere  the 
s   'or  i t ■ '   -v '  s   . .    It is  a ' xcepl 
....  ... ■       - ■  tr     . artificia]     \   tl ere   :>n 
■ .     AJ e hole  • '■. ere   tl e tr       ' s  g ne.     Fir      list 
. •. cd  out  bad memories i was sucl since we 
•■ .-•  be ;inni       that  the  Srimmons Place w 
never   leant to 1   . 
I   . P( LC   KATCH 
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THE POLO MATC] 
Last is  the child  Cotton who collects Impressions, but 
because  they ore child's impressions  she has not come  to under- 
stand.    Horeen is her mother who is  herself an action and has 
no impressions but  they instantly become opinions  expressed   in 
action, yellir..-; the .,     ut  little matter.     Because the  child 
never reacts to : oreen only to avoid  her,  without fear.    Alicia 
is the main one I am telling about.     I an Alicia's only daugh- 
ter.     I call her Al not when I  am working away,  only near home 
The only one left is  my father and   he  can  tell himself.     lie 
always does. 
She  comes across   the   steps down into  the  dining  room in 
a  stride unbroken by the four steps  in all.    Al strides in wide 
steps,   but  slowly so you couldn't  tell it  under her   Indian robe, 
Unless you knew Al a long  time.       ot milk slops over the gold- 
ri-imcd   teacup onto her  heavy thumbs.     She  grips  the   thin china 
saucer firmly,  carefully. 
"She's a   spoiled   crowbait,"  Motor  says.     He  is   the 
cause of  the milk,  and   the cause of  the gold-rimmed   teacup, 
although it isn't his money bought it. 
"The child loves her," Al says.     "It may be only women 
can ride  her." 
;i arrel guts of crowbait." He will say ..ore but he 
twists his face sideways and sticks his wide stomach out, 
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pressing a  hand underneath to hie hurting back.    He handles 
the  hot milk from Al as  if it is   in a  :r.ug   the way it ou  tit 
to be,  as if the gold-rimmed  tencu;  will burst between his 
hands'   pressure.    He warms his hands  to it.     I would have 
looked   up and grinned  at Al,  but  he never  looks  up  for  her 
bringing hot milk.     Probably cursing within because it is 
not fine brandy in an expensive  snifter.     The  thin china cup 
is   too  hot for warming his hands.     Al  sits down and waits for 
it.     I   suppose  I wait in a way although  it is water off a duck's 
back what Victor says.    I said  he'd   tell himself. 
"Any horse that would  stand  gatherin-  that much power 
under  her going  crazy is  spoiled   crowbait.     I   should  have 
gotten off and clubbed her to sleep.     And  don't say I did  too 
much twisting her ears and beating her beck down. i t didn't 
cause her eraalness."    He shakes his head   once downward,  as  if 
water  is coring off. 
Al is not about to  say it.     She  is  looking   into   the 
dining room,  through it and beyond  to somewhere  I can't see 
from where I sit.     In grandfather's  house  the dining room 
table was  rich  and   smooth end  gray.     And   grandmother's  silver 
shone  like fineness.    She would  pause with  the warm-shining 
spoon hesitating between the  -.late  and  her lips.     Victor has 
to eat with it  every night but  handles  it  cruelly.     Kothing 
gets away with being fine in our house. 
"Look here.     A horse is not one damn tit  of  good  if 
only one  little  girl can rice her.     That mare will put up 
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. ith  the child long enough to suit herself and  then she'll 
go crazy under her and ping!    We'll be out of business."    He 
pauses among words   to  sip  the  hot milk.     Victor has  been  itch- 
in;-  to curse.    He can think up disgusting words  to avoid  curs- 
ing,   it's   a   thing  turns Al sick   to hear.     I wish he would 
curse   instead.     Damn r.eans a powerful lot   tc  him,   it's as  bad 
as  he  ever gets  around  Al.     The  phrases  he  uses   instead  are 
worse  to hear and  he knows it.    Victor is  the sort would  po. 
a  dor  for  licking him. 
He  is arguing with himself, maybe  hearing what we are 
thinking and answering a defense.    He  is net ever, aware yet 
that  Al and   I have not  said  a word.     Victor knows  he   shouldn't 
have  gotten on Cotton's mare.     ''her. he went  tc poloing her and 
she  exploded.     I know she is  a   hard mare   tc ur--.erst.-nd.     A 
puppy will go to raking  its teeth into you Jumping  on you with 
sharp nails,  all the time wagging its  tail happily.     So you 
don't know where   to   start.     You  cuff   it   and   it goes   and   sits 
under a  tree, hurt, not understanding.     Cotton's mare   -ets 
frightened when you fool  too  hard with her mouth— I   think  is 
why.     She will go to backing up,  you kick her and  she  stops 
and   starts  building  up  this power unJ.er her belly until  she 
.•ill  z°  over backward  into a wire fence  or worse.     But she 
only does   it when she's   handled   roughly. 
"Get her backed  up  in the  corner of something   solid,   and 
beat  her  out on a   straightaway.     If it hadn't been a  wire fence 
back there  I would have cured her for goo.:,  maybe."    I surely 
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think he is coin;; to crush  thi t  teacup into one  thousand 
pieces.    Cotton and  everyone  thinks  the more was  cowboyed 
and worked  half deed.     It is mostly a nan can't ride her.    I 
let her go  easy With Cotton and   the child  will cure her 
if Victor will  Just stay away. 
"It isn't she's  had   too rough a   treatment,   she's  beer. 
spoiled rotten,   too easy a  life,   like your life,  hey Pat?"    I 
knew he v;as   suffering   to get me   to  say something but  I a:.: not 
going  to say it.    Trying to  snile,  make me  take  it as a  joke. 
And   he   is  getting  to  look uncomfortable with me   just looming 
at him. 
"Let me have a cigar,  Al, will you,   this mill: isn't 
doing any good."    He's   turned  his  uncomfortable  look into a 
hurt face.     His back, might  hurt him some at   that.     He  hasn't 
thought of Cotton's mare's hurt yet.    He  probably w%nts a 
toddy brought  to him the way Grandfather  !   .     . s   had   Grand- 
mother do.      Jhe   scoots   the silver  box along   the  coffee   table 
so he can reach out a  cigar. 
"i.ammerhesd.     ..oochbacked  crowbait,"  Victor  spits  out with 
the  end   of   the  cigar. 
Al gets up pulling  the  cord   of   the robe   tighter.     I heard 
Victor once  tell a  hayer that Al was  a   hundred  pound   sack of 
mi;:ed  feed  from the waist down and  a   seventy-five  pound   sack 
from the waist up.     I wish  I  could   have   seen Al in her prime, 
Lj   e  the painting of her on Pinwheel.    Her hair is honey yellow 
and   Pinwheel is   the deepest  blood   bay.     Velvety   skin with a 
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coat on it only good  breeding can build.    A rich blood brown. 
A head   high,   half   turned   as if  he has   just noticed you looking 
up at hi::..    And Mama  sitting with a  sure quiet, a honey braid 
framing her face.     She is Mama  in the picture  and -..'here  I' i 
away working if I mention her.     I suppose then I an: thinking 
of   the picture,   too.     It is   true   that   the   grass is  a  little 
too green but the  rest is  just like a photograph.     I would 
loved   to  have  seen her. 
I en Victor would  go off for a day or more delivering 
sor.e hay or  stock,  Grandmother would  cor:c.     And  one  tim<   after 
Grandfather passed  on she brought the painting.    Another time 
she  had   the harpsichord  sent and all the  tl ings Al loved  as a 
;irl until one by one dowdy things Victor could earn were re- 
placed   by the  fine.     Only they never  looked   right.     Al and   I 
never felt right perhaps  because  it   to k Grandfather's do- 
to get for Victor all the  things he hod wanted  to begin with. 
But Al never  complained,   so I  couldn't although I was   the   one 
didn't get to go  to l'o::hill School the way Grandfather  sent 
Uncle Ben's  child.    Put I never  thought about things like  that 
back then.     I  thought the best  tires were when I'd  run into 
the  house and   there would  be  everything  quiet and   orderly be- 
cause  Grandmother was sitting in her choir with the wooden 
arms and   the  green seat and  back no  one  sat   in but  her.     ..e 
none of   us ore  sitting in it now.     It's by itself pushed   back 
next to  the corner desk.     It was always a grand  surprise  to 
have Grandmother  there.     I could never tell until I  saw her 
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sitting in the chair.    She didn't drive a car herself.    She 
would   cone  and   talk about Al's   shoving on Pinwheel or  the 
days  that were bright for her.     She could  tell it so warmly 
I would feel that  I was   there.     And  even after  I   started 
showing horses myself I felt Al's day was finer,  because  she 
didn't have  to  turn professional or anything,     ..hen Uncle Ben 
vc-d   into   the  big manor house   they found  Al's  room all locked 
up and not  touched  since she had left it.    It had a fireplace 
and   there were old faded rosettes hangin    on a  string across 
the mantel from shows   she   had  won on Pinwheel.     The  silver 
cup with a place  of honor in the middle of  the mantel. 
Grandmother would  open up with a kind  of exclamation. 
"Pin1 h el."    It would  startle you the first  time you heard  it. 
Startled me every time long after the picture had  hun^  there 
with  her visits growing in number.    Tot frequency. 
"Pinwheel!   Do you remember Alicia's  first national  event?" 
Then she would  say something like  "before all this Polo  tragedy," 
and  shake her head.    But recover with a perky "Well" and give 
her  rings  a   little  shake.     I  believe   Grandmother was  the most 
noble  lady   I  ever  saw.     Her  hair was   silver and  combed   so  soft 
you couldn't see  an individual   strand   but it was all of a  puff 
around her head.     "Alicia, you did look grand.    And Pinwheel. 
Laeey had  every brad polished   silver bright and  he dusted your 
boots  after you  had mounted.     I  have never   seen such a   fine 
sight."    Grandmother put down the  teacup and  clapped  her hands, 
then put  then: up   toward   her lips as if  she were tc   pray. 
* 
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"Colonel Hoy said,   'Mrs. Waters,  I have never seen a 
r.ore  splendid  combination since  I last saw you riding  your 
gray.    Alicia  is sure to represent Elkridge-Loudoun handsomely.*" 
And  Colonel Hoy looking at Pinwheel  standing quietly for the 
inspection.     The judge  turning the  saddle flaps back  trying 
to find  a  hardened bump of dirt somewhere.    Hardly expecting 
to,   though.     Pinwheel was  a  born hunter.     A   seven-eights  bred, 
which makes  a  more sensible  animal.     Yet his dressage would 
expectedly be his greatest  trial.    But on the opening da;   of 
the  event Pinwheel prove;,  himself.     "Alicia  ro< e without flaw. 
..itliout flaw."     Grandmother's voice went up  as  if  she  had   been 
pinched,     rut  that was   her way of   s       ing   -   tr leasure. 
3he   flounced  up  in her chair in a   tiny little hoo   then fell   t 
telling it all over again. 
'. ut it takes  the  two  to give  the picture.    Grandmother 
was   outside   of it and   her pride made  her vie-.- lopsided.     I 
understand  better since :: have ridden,  myself,  and  seen girls 
like Al was with their own groom v,r.6   tack room and all.     It 
might be like me being  the  only rider for Mr.  Chcdvick-Taylor's 
show stable.    Ho, not even then.    Because it was all done for 
the pleasure of Al.     rfith no one considering cost or profit, 
or lowering it  to a business  transaction, where you draw a 
wage  according   to     ow .your  horse places.     It is not difficult 
to understand.    Because Alicia was her only  girl.    And  Grand- 
mother had   the kind  of life  she could fill up with her children. 
She didn't have  to work at anything,  except -erhaps planning 
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the  hunt breakfasts.    And Grandfather  the master of  Elkridge- 
Loudoun.     Al couldn't help but win the national rally,     Major 
Anglington teaching her and all.    Oh,  it must have been fine. 
In  the other direction you couldn't take Al's word for 
the way it was.       hile Grandmother was proud and kind  of dream; , 
Al would   claim modesty and  throw some of the credit off on Kate. 
..1 a;:,.:aged herself doing  that.    You have got to take what is 
yours.     You got   to,  or nobody else will,   the way I  see it. 
ivery time Al would say,   "Oh,  it was Kate who made it possible.'1 
Kate didn't pick, the dam and  sire of Pinwheel,  did  she.    Or put 
up  the hours Lacey did  or Major Anglington.    But then,  I might 
have  said  something to all of Grandmother's remembering.    Yet 
I  think Al enjoyed  it.     She glowed kino  of, not saying anythii  ; 
but  the way people do when they try not to smile tco mud . 
Just  too   pleased,   though,   to keep it  from shining out  of  their 
eyes. 
Kate went  to Foxhill With  Al.     Al was paying and Kate's 
father kept the horses.    Kate rode for Foxhill is all.    The 
only  thing  she had  must have been her memory.     Maybe   she made 
the pretense of passing at Foxhill by stealing  tests and memo- 
rising   the answers.     Or maybe   she   just rode and   they let her 
stay  en.      I don't know   the particulars.       ut I do know that 
Al quit Foxhill because  Grandfather became master of Elkridge- 
Loudoun and Al would have missed  the  Lest hunts in the country 
if  she  hadn't quit.     With Grandfather master he didn't need 
hounds  to  rive good chose  to a fox.    He knew the land, and  more 
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than that ho knew every fox.    Everyone says Uncle Ben can't 
ride half  the way Grandfather used  to.    Not and   rive  the most 
exciting kind  of  rides   to the field.     Kate didn't quit   Foxhill, 
though.     '- ecause   she was  thrown out on her  ear.     The sa:.:e kind 
as Noreen.    Blooo   tells in funny ways.    It happened  that Kate 
was  representing   Foxhill on a professional   three day event 
horse.     I don't care what anyone says about  Foxhill}   they show 
around for money and prestige  to   ;et   lore  rich children enrolled 
Kate was  hardly r.iore   than a weal:  tool.     She wouldn't have quit 
of her own choice e;:cept everyo   \      me  to know the reason for 
it.     The reason for it is outside  turning  out  the brood  mares 
L:    ainute.    Only thing she ever knew was her dressage. 
had  a kind  of memory.    During  the  three day event Al ate 
were  housed  together in Colonel Hoy's own house.     It had a 
swimming pool with a little garden and high  shrubs around.    Al 
Kate  would come in after the day's riding and  swim at night. 
here was a hooked  rue io the bedroom they Glared  and  Kate and 
-.1 walked   the dressage  test out on that h    ked   rug.    It was 
the  old  kind with blue and white coils.     LI can sit back in 
the  tack room no;/,  and re iei ber  to her students  about  the swim- 
ming pool and  the rug,  and it is  the very same dressage  test 
si -  has all of them learn.    And   sometimes when Al rets  things 
on her mind around  in the kitchen or somewhere  she mumbles a 
recitation of it.    Kind  of smiling to herself.     I  smile  to my- 
self when  I hear  her and   it makes me feel     cod   to know what  she 
is enjoying thinking about.    It was all Al's modesty caused  the 
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story that Kate helped  her to win.       ecause Al best hell 
out of her in cress country and  stadium jumping,  not  just 
bl e dressage.     She  should never have told  the part about 
Kate helping her.     She  told  it once when Noreen was  still 
coming  to dinner.     "Yeah,  that's  the w her   bold it 
to me," Korean said.    I  think that is •..•hat tore  it between 
Koreen and me.    That remark was  the beginning or  it.    Just 
ive a coarse girl like Noreen a kind word and  she'll throw 
it off at you.     She'll  toss it off  the way she does  her food 
with her two forearms hovering over her plate, with elbows 
just off the   table  cloth.     The way Victor eats. 
The first time I  sow Noreej c to  t] c kitchen door. 
I was sitting near  the   table    flaying    ith the ki    ens  that 
were hopping around  on it,  licking my fingers.     She  came up  to 
the  screen saying,   "I am Kate  Sraham's daughter,   I'm Koreen. 
She said you and her were school chums."    -'-1 was  going to let 
her work around  the riding school,  grooming,  muc   '.      rut.     No. 
Victor comes  along  and puts her on a hay truck,   takes  her  on 
delivery trips.     "Timonium to Aiken,  1 seen   'em  all," Noreen 
still says.    And  she doesn't look anj  different from the day 
I was playing with  the kittens.     It si ows about Noreen even 
in the way she came around  to the kitchen door first.    I know 
Noreen.     "k:   mother told me how you all were  school chums.     She 
;ht you dressage,  r    te    er?"    And Al would  look at her nicely. 
And  Noreen says dressage  the way people  say garbage. 
Noreen is made like  s  piece  of w ipcord.     she has muscles 
in her upper arms from throwin onto  trucks,  shoving  shav- 
ings  into  stalls,   pushing horses  around—her favorite  trick is 
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to put a young horse on a  long line,  let him feel his free- 
dor, to run in a wide circle,  all  the  time she  is  taking in 
the   line so  he  hardly notices,   then she   throws   her weight 
back on her heels end  jerks I ell out of him as  soon as  he 
goes into a good-natured  buck.    If you sec her  standing around 
she  is   biting black dirt that gathers  around   the nubs  on her 
fingers,    i.oreen doesn't have a  fingernail to her name.     Once 
she came in the house and  threw herself down in    randmother's 
chair. 
i.oreen has a v/hite-blonde   thatch   that  scroggles  around 
her ears leaving no hair in front of  then:.      .he's got blue 
eyes  and  she  is  lean,  power kneeded  into  a   spring  to::.     And 
I.oreen isn't five feet  tall hardly.     She  is   tough.       ive her 
that.     Jhe worked right ale::-'   tl rowing  hay,   mucking out — 
Victor  let her   teach  so;.:cti::.cs at   the   riding   school over Al's 
protest—right along until time  for her  to  have   the  child. 
Al was fine about it.     I believe it was like Grandmother who 
stayed   away fro:.: us lec^use  of Victor and   always forr.ial  to Al 
except when she  talked  about  her  childtr.oc.     I ut  to me  Grand- 
;her was wan/, and even though I hod Victor's blood anyone 
coulu   tell she  loved me.     She  gave me  the Freeman's silver 
colt   that I   turned professional on later.       hen you're  a gen- 
eration away from sorrow it isn't as hard  to forgive  the fruit 
of it.     Al  loves I.oreen's girl and   I  swear it   but I am fond   of 
Cotton myself.    She can cet something good out of that crazy 
r:are  if anyone  can. 
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Victor leans back In his dec-' chair and  smoke curls 
up around his face and lifts in a film spreading  toward  the 
celling.    He has got to complaining about the riding sol >ol, 
how it is handled.    I don't like  to he  r Victor complaining 
so bitterly,  knowing he will get to  t c way it should be done, 
with   the cone:; going into a  fine   stud   probably to   sire  polo 
ponies,  without Victor saying it,   but  the idea  is   in his  head. 
It never has been out of las head   for all  tl e years.     His  face 
is   hard  and  he looks  beaten against  the  soft colors  in the 
chair.     Grandfather naturally would  have  sat in  that chair,  if 
he  had  cor.;e   to  the house.     He ought  to  have,   it was  his chair 
long before Victor cane by it.    I get up and walk back to  the 
kitchen.    AI stays back in the living room and  :: feel her watel - 
ij •■ r.e going across her line of vision where she  has 1 een star- 
ing  into the dining room.    I eat c  carrot Cotton's got put up 
for   the horses.     She has enough put up  to  choke   the  lot of 
horses we've  got on t! e place.     ..'e   had   trouble with blood  worms 
year or  so ago,  found   Cotton had   been giviJ lates 
.;_'   ;ranulated  sugar.    Above what we knew she had       t f r  tl 
in lumps.     I caught her going out with a  cak LI and  old 
Sultan was  standing at the rose fence.     He   leaned   over  the 
briars and  she stack her arv.s through  the  tops of  them.    I e 
blew out a spray of sugar free the pan and   then fell to licking 
;! le   thing  up.     I v.st have  been a  half pound   of sugar  she 
gave  him.    I can still hear Victor's voice;   he's  back  to  Cotton's 
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mare again.    Me always knows -..'hen he better not start getting 
personal and hasn't for years  tallied abort his barn      1  ,   or 
ything from Grandfather's day.    He's  raised  his voice  so I 
can '..ear.    Victor's half tall . 
Victor and  Noreen work  together like a  two man team. 
Her working right up next to him in the field,    it was pretty 
..van a  hopeless  situation before Noreen came,   so she didn't 
change  things  terrifically,  I  i .;c-. fter Noreen was 
Cotton and  it was out in the  open ho-    we "..'ere  and we had   to 
keep on the best ve  could.     Al and   I.      .e had   to  stay on or 
the blood we have of Grandmother and Grandfa     c ■ would  be 
thinned.    To be carried on in Uncle Ben's family, but to dead 
end  in ours.       e had  to stay on and protect what was  ours. 
The fine furniture,   the house,  fight to keep  the barns painted 
and  the horses from getting spoiled.    Noreen may have tried  to 
fix up  some,  but it had  the effect of poor people putting  blan- 
kets  of flowers   in a yard   that is  already  a  pile  of  junk. 
Flowers  growing  right up around rusted  car parts and  tin cans. 
And  we  had  to fight to keep Victor from putting  the ::.zney from 
the school into a polo string.    He never has  seemed  to of 
found  the time   to get over that.    Victor and  Noreen working 
like a   team of workers in the field.    Noreen never tried much 
to get into Al's life,  but I worked  tl e   same place and  hours 
she die.     Ever   since  she made   those remarks   to Al about cres- 
sa  c  I never had a use for Noreen.     tad  I ended  it with her 
short and sweetly. 
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Victor and Noreen and  Cotton, we were all taking a van 
of horses up to summer camp for Al to  teach on.    I was going 
to  live  up  there with Al and   I wanted   to go make   sure  my    ray 
rode  safely and unloaded all right.    Cotton and I rode in bac   . 
en she  got sick riding in bad: I banged  on the window for 
them to   stop.     Bo  I   had   to   sit bac!: with Moreen.     I   just sat 
on a  bo:: with cry arms between my knees.     "Why didn't you just 
IB   the  child Victoria';"     I  say  to her.     That's all  I  said. 
She stood  up as high as she could with  the heads of  the first 
three  horses coning  over  the partition and   three ropes cross- 
ing  over us.     "Why don't you keep your filthy tongue  in your 
head?"    And she pummeled me with  her fist on        left  shoulder 
and  across my throat on the left si^e.    Noreen could never say 
ithout acting.    Victor could never act without adding a  thou- 
sand words in a  string after him. 
but I cor.:e back here   after  each:  circuit       s   11 
or Victor.    I never hove left Al      B ' . . h  ve . ; 
■:■ ndparents' blood in me and '. i go d oi i horse. I have 
an important job in the Green hountains at Mr. Edmund Chadwick- 
raylor's show stables. I am built a little like Al but the 
full coat hides where I am too wide and bunches out where I 
am too narrow. I look great on a horse. I've made a place 
for myself,  even if it is not the one I deserve,  that was 
: ranteed  me.     Victor and   Noreen never even had  a   claim on 
a  place.     The:" are a fringe  "..'ho  just  tried   to  push  open a 
\>lace  for   themselves. 
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I can remember ho-..- the years were before I understood 
how it was.     The stories I heard are small in my mind.     Like 
Al's first national event that should have been the beginning 
for her.     It was only real when my Grandmother told  it.     It 
could have been a gentle life.    1 u1   the blue hook rug and 
Kate and  Al walking out dressage on it—they're  the size of 
a  thumbnail,  in a ho;: in my head.     The dressage- ring,   the 
stadium course,  and  all the cross  country courses   they rode 
on are   the   sise of a   spur head.     It doesn't come   to be   real. 
All   that is  real tire my dressage  rings and  courses.     In 
mind  I see a brush jump or a eras;- red  bulls-eye hanging 
across a  stadium jump.    My horse coining up close to it,  my 
'.  i-eness  of being in the air and   coming  down balanced   so 
neither front foot   takes   too nuch  shoe-:  of  the  landing. 
can chut my eyes and feel the rock of my gray under me,  feel 
the leather in my fingers.     This mess  of a  house and  the rid- 
ing  school arc   then a   -ray be:: in my head  when    "  car.  leave  for 
work.    And  I don't think about Victor sweating with  the hay. 
Al stand in;-  in the middle  of   the   schoolring  calling  polite 
corrections  to her brother's children or camp children  or in 
the big  ring Victor made with an air-lane i   i   ;ar for a   top. 
....   Cotton growing up somewhere  in the background. 
I used  to guess how Victor could  have  looked  to Al when 
he  showed   up at Grandfather's house.     Tor  the  only polo match 
Grandfather ever hold  on his  land.     Be  had  a   turf course  laid 
out and  manicured.     Then he had   a   slim dirt  field   for  prac- 
ticing down behind where Uncle Ten keeps  the new kennel now. 
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Up shows Victor, wiry,  talkative,  ready to be a  player with 
Uncle Den and  Mr.   ..'arid:.    Al  standing on the side watching 
Victor,  his  quickness,  his flashiness en a  galloping pony, 
and  Grandfather's  tear, showing up better  than the real visit- 
ing  tear.,   because Victor was   savin"   them.     All proceeds   to 
lkridge-Loudoun so they could make a big charity gift.    A 
real exhibition game.     Grandfather bought two   feimaraners 
to   sit cut near  the pole   green and   be watched   as   Grandfather 
sat very near  them.     Grandfather didn't anything about 
it e::cept it was for  show,   and   it  excited   Uncle  Ten.     But   the 
harm was already done.    Victor got  to roughing  it  too much, 
. king Uncle Ben's inexperience show up,   and  Victor  turne< 
his horse full  tilt over the  boards.    Broke his own neck and 
the   horse got  bloody gashes   along  his  sice  -.."here  he   split   the 
boards he came down so terribly hard.       randfather felt re- 
sponsible or maybe Al had  something  to do with i    by   then. 
They doctored  him and  Al was   suckered  by his roughness,  mis- 
taking it for  some gallant flair or some   such nonsense.    Al 
could   have been a  great horsewoman and  married   a   gentleman 
like her father.    Grandfather went bad: to hunting  the way 
is father always did,  and  got back where he  helonged and  had 
his  piece.     But Al was lost   and  Victor must   have   thought  he 
was  in for a   sweet life.     To  me   just another   small gray bo;: 
put somewhere   in my head  with  the   rest of   the   stories.     I can 
go bach to  Vermont and  maybe  marry a  horse:-:.":: who can put  me 
on a ranch in Texas maybe.     It won't be   the   life meant for Al 
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end me,  but it will be gentler  than this. 
I co back through the dining room running my finger 
along Grandmother's   table.     I see Al with  her back to me, 
turning,   then her face as  she climbs up  the  stairs.    Her 
hair is  pulled   tight back and  at  the narte   of   her neck  is a 
twisted ball of what used  to be her long  long hair.    Mostly 
a frizz escaping around her head,   the same color yellow that's 
in the faded   Indian robe.     Victor is   sitting   in the same chair, 
but his hands  are knotted   around   the arm rest,  like he   is 
going  to hove   trouble getting  up.     It might  teach  him about 
Cotton's mare.     He  is leaning forward as  if he really might 
fall.     His  face   is   just as  hard,   it doesn't  change hardly at 
all,   ever.     And  he  has   that  same harsh voice.     But I am glad 
Al has gone  up   to  bed  while   Victor looks over  the mantel, 
"..lie:.:;, he--'   so 't  hor.e;-   rrai   , 
1. 
iTictor  has   said   to  Pin- 
: 
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THE   KEI] ITC .' „ DAJ CE 
Nothing changed e::cc-".t that I decided to let everyone 
call me Anna* The day I mention was one full of trivia and 
I have decided to hove no more such days because they make 
my palms sweat. I am Anna Igorevna Kolnikoff, the daughter 
of a tussian prince. Of irtiat dominion he was prince I have 
never known and I have no interest for asking my mother, '. 
docs net nave  a photograph of  him.    The day I mentl n was a 
:urday because I  had  the cheel: for Har Id    Ibbitts,  our land- 
lord,  and  I had  to drive Jenna  and Vic to Mr.  Ben Waters 
stables localise  they worked   there every Saturda -    f the world 
since  I got  them their 3obs,   and  every Satur ' the 
I drove  then there.     And  on the day I mention I had  t:.    -et 
my  sil!c dress   cleaned  because   I was   going   to   the Inhibitor's 
:•<;   at White  Springe and   the   -^.hibitor's dance at  ..bite 
oprincs was  the most trifling  of  the   trivia  I had  exposed 
myself   to but  it was all probably worth it because   I  i 
decide  to let  everyone call me Anna,  and   that  has been very 
artant. 
The- morning started.  I pull.    - from the yellow 
house where I live with my mother an  irov<  own the unpavoc 
nameless road which was huilt particularly for our house al- 
though there are a few more tenant houses an*    barns on t;.c 
road.  I looked back at the last moment I could see it before 
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I vent around   the curve and   onto  Valley Road.      The house is 
GO yellow it can he  seen for a  mile and   a   half down the road 
before you actually come  to  the picket fence that encloses its 
front and  side yard.     The house flashed under sunlight the way 
i   big yellow flower will si:inc  in the ] inks and  da;.-:: Hues of 
:   spring garden. n the  sycamore at  the  side of the road 
covcied   the house   cut I kept my eyes on the rear view   d    or 
because  there  are  bits of yellow even through  thicknesses o ' 
green leaves,  and  a  for;: of yellow -..-here  the  trunk splits up- 
ward   to  the leaves.     I like our house because Harold    Ibbitts 
painted  it and  not even the most formidable  Sycamore in all 
rid ;e-Loudoun country can make  it disappear. 
1  turned  onto  the main road ana  the  color would  hove 
left ny nine  except I was  thinking  about Harold  Ebbitts—he 
would  borne for  his check to  talk to me and  I would be  "one— 
and   I had   the  hot pink cocktail dress under mj   fingers  as soon 
as 1  put  the car into 1 igh  gear.       hici     i kes no connection 
e::ccpt  that Harold    Ibbitts did  paint the house yellow in tl e 
first place and  that  I was wearing  the pink cocktail cress at 
eight in  the morning  the first day I ever saw him.    Harold 
Ebbitts  is  the fourth generation or Harol<        bittses who have 
had   the distinction of servitude  to four generations  of alter- 
nating   award T.  and benjamin T.   Waters,  lords  of the manor 
and masters of  the Elkridge-Loudoun Hunt, which is the religion 
and  the government of us all.     Except Harold Ebbitts  IV. 
Because  to  the  r:reat discredit of his distinguished ancestors 
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. void  Ebbitts  I',   became known to his friends  in the  town and 
eventually to the-  shocked members of Elkridge-Loudoun as Hooch 
Ebbitts,  and  then as Hoochie Boy.     He  was  ousted  x"ro:r. his borne 
because he kept a litter of pigs downwind of -   .   faterW flag- 
stone patio newly laid  around a kidney shaped  swim .in- pool. 
e   current rcerkber  of  alternatin-   generations   of  Edward  and 
enjamin T's was grieved but consoled  since all tv/enty-five 
acres   of  the Ebbitts land   including   those  square   feet un< er 
w| ich   the now-yellow tenant house   stands never  left  the 7/aters 
estate  and   the  house   itself changed   hands only by gentlerr.ar.'s 
reement.    But Mr.   Benjamin always  is a gentleuan and  he has 
allowed : oochie koy to collect all  the- rent of our yellow house. 
All of which has nothing to do with me except  that I have been 
opening   the front door every Saturday for  three years when 
Harold  Ebbitts cones for his r.onc; .     Before  that  I did  not 
to   checks or drive  a car and   my mother wrote a   check leaving 
it in the mailbox once a month,    he has asked  me  to write a 
check every week since it helps  him enormously in his family 
accounts,  although it  seems  to help hi.       re  in his v/eek-end 
relaxations. 
The first   time he c;i:ne  I kept him waiting while   I put 
ay pink satin cocktail Jress on.     It was the only  thin    hangin 
up in my closet and  it  takes  too long  to sip up my blueje-ns 
because   they are always   getting   s. .all.     I felt ridiculous 
of c t in a -ink. satin cocktail dress at eight in the r.orn- 
ing and  I didn't want  to open the door anywa: .    I never cared 
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for visitors.     I thought  it might have been Paddy Fitzhugh 
coming in to visit.    He always cuts across our fields when 
he rides  that ex-race  horse  of his.     She is dark bay and 
stiff-legs  it down the  first hill that  slopes  toward  our 
yard  and Paddy has  to rough hand her  to ::ecp her from jump- 
ing   the  picket.     They come so close  to my window I can he 
then both breathing hard.    But  that morning it was not Paddy 
Fitzhugh and  it never has been at my door,  and  I  am glad 
.ecause he  is  sorr.e  of  the   trivia   I have  cut  away. con11 
gine that I ever thought him a  fine man.     My palms would 
get sweaty when I  thought he was always going  to  jump our 
picket on his frothing ex-race horse  and  pi y me a visit. 
Harold Ebbitts is different,    rhe firs'   time I saw him 
he was  standing with his back to me with an arm wr      ec  around 
one of the  thin columns on the porch.     His  _'.   t "./ore   twisted 
under  him and his weight was  on the column.       hen he  turned 
around  he was not like   anything  I had  heard.    He was young. 
And when he unwound from the column he was  still bent,  but 
it was a muscular  tension that bent his shoulders in toward 
his chest and  hollowed  in his  stomach and  he-  could  have 
straightened  like lightning.     I didn't know him at first, 
or even think that  the name Harold  sewn in red  thread  over 
.-it's  -sso  belonged   to  our disgraced   landlord.     Harold 
Jbbltts is a  beautiful   isn. 
And   he  is my friend.     He  likes   to squat  on  t. e   porch 
and  I will sit on the  steps  looking bac:, and  up at hi.. 
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we  tall:.     But I had  to take  the dress and  had  the other things 
to ...   so  I could not wait for him on the  Saturda;    -..: the 
xhibitor's dance.     I tool: the cocktail dress  Into town to 
the only cleaners.     I told  the woman I had  to have it for 
that night.     I  told  her  I was  going   to  the  Exhibitor's dance 
at  ..hite Springs.     She didn't  seem to hear me.     She said what 
day would   I  like   tc pick   it up.     I  said   today and   she  took  the 
dress  and   put a   pin in it and   said   it Will be all ready for 
you on Friday.    I would  have  said  thank-you and  gone out but 
it was   the  only  thing  I  had   and   I put on an air  of regret  and 
said  I must have it tonight,   thank you very much and  too':  the 
In out of  the dress.     Then I had  to pick up Jenna.     She was 
ready and  car.e out and  I did  not go in.     Jenna  is another 
friend  like Harold   Bbbitts.     She went to  school '.'here   I went 
to  scheol and   she  quit.     She   is very simple and   nice and   I 
like her very much.     She works at  the telephone  com] any and 
on Saturday we  go  to Ben Waters'  barn.     It is because  this 
is really what she wants   to  do.     She likes   to  be  in the clear 
outside- doing  something active.    I  hate  to see oil under 
Harold 3bbitts'  nails,  iron -..'here he has been working inside 
the motors  of cars.    I  taught her to clean tack and wash bits 
and  she  has  learned   to do it  quite well.     She has learned   to 
do everything with horses except ride them. 
On that day I picked up Jenr.a   then we picked up Vic and 
drove  to  the Waters'  barn.    He Is the eldest  son of five child- 
ren of the big woman who keeps our yellow house clean.     It was 
silly to go over there  the Saturday   of the Inhibitor's dance 
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since  Sidney had  both her horses  at  rfhite Springs where she 
was  showing  them Thursday and Friday and was  still  there on 
the last day of  the  she.: on Saturday.     The   Sxhibltor's dance 
was  the cap  to the whole  thing.     She was going to win the 
championship with the gray.    ..e were sure of it.      he gray 
is  the  test horse in the country. Waters'   grandfather 
had   bred   his  grandsire and   picked   years  ahead   bef   re   they 
•xre  born her sire,   Mr.  Jack Crimson's   stud  down in South 
Carolina,  and her dam,   the first filly by his own stud Cat- 
aclysm.     So  Sidney's  gray  is   just as carefully selectee  as 
ney.    Ben ..ators had been going  to marry Ellen   i i ;l wick 
since  they were  ten years  old.     And   Mward   feters  had said 
<i his wife here  the first son Benjamin T.  Wouldn't it be 
pleasant if Benjamin were  some day to marry Carl  Smithwick's 
daughter if Carl and  Jan were to have 8 te  '.      Lnd   then 
of course Carl and Jan had  to get busy anc   have a  dai    .tor. 
But in spite of all of it I  think I like  Sidney Waters.    She 
just got  through  being   the most  beautiful ciild   in the country, 
Ben and   Ellen finally decided  it was   time  to  cut   two feet of 
r never-cut flaxen braids.    And   Sidney has  been riding since 
..'ith  a   fly switch made  out  of a   foot or  so of  her  hair.     She 
has   the rest of it  in a bo:: that  a   coiffeur in Lev: York  sent 
back  to h       with a pretty chignon she con wear if  she wants 
to at  a   cotillion.     She is   just  as pretty with short hair. 
It is  smooth in one  soft arc around her face.    And   she  is   .he 
only girl whose baby  skin  still covers   the     r iwn-up boning   of 
her face.     She was rather good when II   ought Jenna  by to her 
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the first tine when it looked  as if  I were   -Din'-  to make a 
club of her born with oil my friends who needed   to w rk.    Vic 
bad   spent every Saturday lost winter ot the barn,  sometimes 
coming on Friday evenings  to help feed  Ben Waters'  'r-crr.es. 
Sidney was rather good  t o wl sn we  went to the  terrible fai 
at   luxton with ferris wh  els and    ink cotton cane;" and  green 
cotton candy.     Jenr.a •.•anted  me   to £0 with her.     I  said  yes. 
I had   the car.     Jenna  caught a   cold   and   Sidney  said   she would 
go  to the fair with me.     She  thought I was  the  one wanted  to 
o in the first place. But if I said no it would led: as if 
I didn't want to go witt Sidney. c went and ;ot sick on 
the  shoot-the-shoot thing and  Sidney walked rae  over to her 
.■id's house  in the  town.     The;; wanted me  to   lie  upstairs  but 
I stayed down on the sofa,  and  drank alka-seltzer in sips for 
twenty minutes.     1 was ashamed,  but  Sidney wi s  really nice 
about  it.     Sitting   on the  stuffed   chair across   the  coffee   table 
from ay sofa  she  looked  properly concerned in a  quiet rhile 
her maid kept after me—let me   ;et  you a pillow,  do you feel 
better, more   tonic—Sidne flam       nice  so  I came near 
hating her.     I had disliked her because  I   bl   u ;h't  she   vai  her 
retty little  sister sat on hay bales in their loft and  talked 
about me.    And  I liked  her at the   Sxhibitor's dance.     If it 
was  her father's  idea  I don't know about it so  I am going 
d and  believe  it was  Sidney's  idea.    It was  s  decent i ea 
and  I am glad  someone thought of it.      her. he  had  that r 
escribed   to   him his mouth opened  wide as  his  face   "oh 
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it's  just  •marvyoulus'" and clapped  his hands like 2  girl. 
.ic has a great bi    mouth anyway.    I wondered about   Sidney 
for a  './eel:.    Did  she ask Vic first or did  she ask me so she 
could  a sic Vic or was it backwards.     And  then I found  she asked 
Jenna,   too.     It might just be    idney   Ls naturally good manner- 
edly nice  to everyone.     :.!:c is  so  trained   to be  it is not  al ayi 
real but it is  just as good  as  real  because  she never  slips. 
I won ered   though,  did  she ask me as en afterthought of being 
nice.     I did not really care   to go  in  the   first  place.     I 
never  go out of the house for myself,     rhe  same way I never 
care al :oing   >ut to buy clothes.     Until I lose some weight. 
And  I don't so out  to school anymore.     I  hated  that,  it was 
common.     ..'hat  I a:.; going  to do next year.     Next yea:.   I a:.:   ;oin 
to buy a brilliant pony and  train him and  maybe    en     .tors' 
youngest girl could ride hie; in the  summer  shows.     She is  just 
ten and would  love  to look fit in 0  summer habit and  go to all 
the shows.    I don't shew myself,    My mare  is an exceptionally 
fine  heavy hunter half-bred.    But not the  flashy kind   the 
judges  like to see.    Besides  I don't like  to take her away 
from her colts.     She raised  one two years  ago  and  a filly last 
spring.    But I could enter the pony in all  the shows and  make 
money because   the  sister is as pretty s  child as  Sidney was. 
an I could go to exhibition dances if I wanted and would go 
to so many I would be tired of them. 1 would need to go hear 
ab ut how the competition was feeling. I could then sell the 
pony to someone,  advertising him in the Chronicle of  the Horse 
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■000 and the Waters would   see  the  adve  tiscr:ent.     Then ] 
. Id    ;et another pony and do it all again.    I would give   the 
Les  such care   they would  nil he champions.     I'd put a  string 
;ss  the curtain rods and  hang all the ribbons along  themj 
a hundred points  of ribbons would ha;:-- down so  you could  see 
the::: i'rerr. the rood,  and  if someone knew anything  he would  know 
t  they were. 
I stopped   the car and we went into  the barn ct  the Water; . 
:  horses were at  the  shew:   the  taek Jenna cleaned was at  the 
show.     I left Jenna mucking out the stalls Vic was supposed   to 
, with Vic saying he was  going  to clean vine  ws.       I    t was 
all there was to  do  because  Jim who  just about runs  the whole 
'.crs  place hoops   the  barn  terrific always.     Anyway  only 
Sidney's  two horses were kept in during  the  summer,  e::ccpt 
for  the brood mares who cave   in curir;;   t   :   d   y,   hut   they arc 
in the barn near the cattle fields.     There was not a bit 
of grain in the  passagewa:   or a piece of dirt in the  tackro . . 
The real work is  in the mornings when Jim takes  care  of Sidne; 's 
horses,   Jidncp  coves down  tc   work each for an houi   so:::eti:.:es 
with Major  Anglington,  and  Jim rubs the:; down,  m ■   ■   ss  their 
legs,  and  turns  them out for a  couple of hours.     Vic was   goi 
to wash windows with a   tack sponge and  the windows that were 
practically clean were  in an hour saudg;     soapy and  tho next 
morning Jin had   to  squirt something on the:: and  make   them clean- 
er  than the ones   in ay house.     Jim hates  Vic.     he says he's no 
good.     It's one reason we didn't go  to   hite  Springs with Sidney. 
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Jim could never say anything about Jenna   of course,  he left 
her alone  or when he   had   tc  he  spoke   to  he:- as civilly as 
-   did  to  Sicinc;..    Jim left me completely alone  since  ] 
u ht   . ic over,  and  besi cc I knew what he thought about 
n t separatinj   my mare from her colts. 
The  barn was open and  clean and   the air came in warm 
from both ends and  sun from one end and a  row of windows. 
The  straw smelled  fine.    It was a  morning it eoulc   hove been 
: c,   to sit around watchiJ ; a blacksmith    rork.      hese are all 
the  people, Vic and me and  Jenna  and   Sidney, anc   s   little of 
tother anc   a little of Harold   Sbbitts.    And nothing really 
ied  to anybody except I changed.    Because they were all 
callin     .-   Anne.    But ray father a me    nna    .       simj    r, 
eclded   they should  cell me Anna  just as simply.      y mother 
was   the  first.    Ky mc   her is complicated  but sh<     s  ge. i.lne 
rather likeable alth u       she  docs not look it.     She ims 
born in England  am   hi s an accent altl   ugh she has  spent  the 
st seventeen years  in her   Winchester  travel •  ;ency.    Her 
bod;,   is  caved  out,   shifted  like dirt dug with water and  she 
hec no for:::,   just a  bulk under her print dresses.    My mother 
"..'curs no  underwear except e    reat cotton slip.    She has twenty 
cotton  slips   in her  bedroo:;..       h.-. t da;    I  "as breathless  until 
I left Vic and  Jenna at the barn and  su<        Ly I had nothi: 
to do.     1 went bach to our house  and  1 sat in the  living room 
I e   sun came in warm against  the bach of my neck.     : sat 
in my print chair across from where        mother sits.    She 
always  sits in the evenings in the brown velvet chair and 
the velvet is rubbed  to white cloth where my mother puts  her 
elbows.     In the  evenings I would  sit in my print stuffed  chair 
my knees crossed  in it,  a knee against each arm of the 
chair and  I would watch the brown velvet chair with my mother 
in it.     Sometimes she would  go away,     oho went on tours  she 
arranged  and  if  there were an e::tro   seat she  took it. 
She went  to the Olympic  games  in Japan and  she did  not -mow 
until  two days before  that she was  going.       I e?e  have never 
been two extra  seats,  yet.    And when I am  tired  of the chair 
I go upstairs and lie in my bed with pillows unco.- my back and 
shoulders and  I read  history books.     I like them and  learn 
more  in my bed  than I did  at school.     I stopped when I was six- 
teen.     World History was about ..ussia and one any the  teacher 
asked  what part my father came from and   about it.     I said   I 
had a   headache and went out and never came back..     In my head 
.   said go  to hell man  teaching World history.    But I was not 
upset.     I never liked   school and   I  sat   in ray chair and   crossed 
knees and  said,  Mother I am not going  to school any more. 
My r.othcr  looked   up  from her book,   she   reads French books   in 
?rench and German books in German.    "It isn't necessar: ,  Anne. 
Don't  trouble about it."    An hour later  she  said  in a question 
"Anne" that meant "Why, Anne, won't you go to school any more?" 
I  uncrossed my knees and went upstairs and  leaned  "..   ck on 
pillows and looked  out my windows.    Outside- was a warm ni 
before  the  simmer season and it rained  end  I felt the    i        and 
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heard  birds, and the darl; in the windows was sticky and  warm 
nice-.     The coverlet was  limp and my gown was limp.     I 
have beautiful gowns.    That's one thing I buy.    I was almost 
asleep when my mother said,   "Don't trouble,  Anne.     T'lsn't 
nything  to trouble- for.    Goodnight, Anne."     31nce always  I 
can remember how civil my mother is at night,     -ery civilly 
she  has always stood at my door,  he-;- form broadening as  she 
came closer to the  sill and  as the years made  her wide,  a  i 
she  has always  said  with a different pronunciation from any- 
>ne  e?.se,   broadening  the vowels and  shortc-nii.-  tie words  to 
a quick second,  she  says,   "Goodnight,  .'.::r.c." 
All   the day of  the dance I did not know what   to   tl :■      . 
I was upset a  little   the way I was when I left  school.     I did 
not know './hat to e:r>ect.    Vic would  be  splendid and  Jenna was 
-lad  enough about going.    Jenna likes dances. I ad  the cress 
out on the clothes line airing in the  sun. t  ck ■   ;i inst 
.-.    chair and felt the- sun on my hair.    Cnce  I  had driven out 
of  the  house  just after  I  learned   to drive and  got   the  car. 
.    .- s  out bu; ing ni : t ;owns  aj     dog  food  and  I thin]: light- 
bulbs.     I  just went into a  little  shop  I don't know what for, 
and  I said,  "I need a cocktail dress."    '..he woman bent at the 
waist and   lowered   one  shoulder toward :.;c   as  if  she  were   con- 
fiding something.     She had a French accent and  I Wished  my 
mother were there to  speak witb  her and  the woman would  have 
bent her   shoulder more  and  pounced   backwards more when she 
put her hands   together and   she  said,   "I  taaf  just  the   thing 
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for you."    I said,  I want  something  simple,  black.     I './ill 
wear  it with a diamond pin,  here."    I made a  circle with 
hands 3nd  brought the circle up t. ere where my breasts began 
to crease under  the cotton dress.     "Oui,  I have something for 
the young lady."    She  turned  her back to me,   cocking her head 
to make me follow.     She had a  tiny frame and  walked on terri- 
bly high heels  so she wobbled  at  the ankles.     I came away 
with a pin!: satin brocade  dress  that  had   pink chiffon  sleeves 
and  a  curved neckline  that made a  curve identical with the 
curve of my collar bones. 
I was glad  I had  the dress and glad  I  had kept it hung 
up and  sti.'f and  smooth.     I am not neat about clothes.    There 
is a pair of bluejeans always on my chair and  summer wash-and- 
wear dresses   that  have roll up  sleeves and   button along  the 
front with cloth mate1: ing  belts and  folds of cloth  in  the 
skirt.     I  look neat,   though,   and   the cottons   crisp  themselves 
in the clothes dryer or sometimes  I put them on the outside 
line  that rolls into   the  back bedroom window like a clothes- 
line for the city row houses.    But usually the onlj   thii gs 
that hang  up in the closet are  skirts  from winter  I don't  like 
to  out   -way  and  peignoirs  and   the  pink cocktail dress.     I like 
sundresses  a   lot but   I never  bought  one yet-so  I  had   to choose 
to wear  the pink brocade  from the beginning,  for  the dance, 
must have kept it three years without wearing it.    That day I 
waited  at  the house  thinking karold  Ebbltts  might come baek 
again to see if I were at home to  give him  the rent check. 
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ut  he   didn't come back end   I  supposed  he  had   to work and  I 
went bock to the barn to  see Jenna and Vic.    We had  to do 
something so ve moved all the hay bales  to  the back of  the 
barn and  made the  straw neat in one place of the  loft.    Down- 
stairs   it had gotten so dusty we had  to sweep  the   .-hole  place. 
/here was no  surprise when Sidney came home in  the pick-up 
truck with Jim pulling  her two horses with the  tack trunk in 
the back and  the championship ribbon hanging down in three 
colored   strips   from the   sun shade.     Truer, and   trailer are blue 
on black,   their  stable   colors  and   that's  what  color  all  the 
outfit   is.     Black with  a   blue line around   the   side.     It is   the 
best horse- trailer made.    Sidney could  couple  it if  she wantec 
to,   it   is  such a beautifully easy piece   of machinery.     I will 
get a   trailer as nice for my pony but it will look less com- 
mercial.     I will have an unobtrusive outfit without colors, 
maybe  even a dark wooden trailer.    And people will know the 
outfit  and  say,   "Here's  Tim 2am.    He will take  the pony 
division.    He may  be national champion,  you know."    Vic and 
Jenna  might be  good  enough then they can shine ana  clean and 
et  the   little  girl ready to  show.     Vic  will rub her  boots 
with a   rag after she mounts  to be sure  there  is no dust got 
on from mounting.     I will sit with  the  spectators, war.: over 
and  eat a   hot dog at   the stand,   and   chat with people  who come 
up  to   me and   tell me  who  they are.     In very little letters   on 
the program next  to  the  large ones  of Tim Tarn's name  will  be 
black  printed—owned  by Anna  Igorevna Kolnikoff. 
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But what happened at  the dance cannot be any worrj. 
No  one really knew anything   that happened.     They will think 
of me  in connection with  the pony cha:lpion.     I might wander 
into   the dances  sometime.     They won't know when to see me 
and when not.     Tim Tarn will mostly win but if he  lose: snc 
blme  1 can drop  in on the dance in the middle  of it perhaps 
or late or ahead   of  time,  it doesn't matter actually,  and 
they can ask ne  is Tim Tar- not well  or wasn't the little 
girl interfering with his mouth,  and  I can sip my drink 
ru nine  the ice  around  inside  the glass  to  tinkle a little 
and  answer with  a calm thoughtful smile.     "I   think the   tfilson 
]   y rode  his  chestnut quite well   today,   yes  very well.     The 
judges at Hay market were doing very well to pin him.    I 
thought so even before the  jump offs with Tim Tam and   the 
estnut.     i.o,   rim Tam is  quite health:.'.     Tec,   I   third:  the 
tfilson Boy's chestnut is an excellent pony.     I might buy him." 
Sidney went bacl: to White  S Tings for a dinner party, 
rhej   took Vic with  the:., so he coulc.   get re d;   for  the dance. 
ha I  him in the back seat with Sidne;   and he was Incred- 
ibly dusty hut he was  sitti       I   ek not waving to Jenna  and 
me  and  his mouth was   saying   'marvyculus•. left derma at 
her house  to get ready and  when I  got hime  ny m« ther was  there 
and  she was cooking our dinner.     I didn't have  time to bathe 
first.     She special egSs.     She  cooks  egge In a way I have 
never  seen anyone else do.      -hey are not yellow but come    Hit 
pale almost white, and  they  taste excellently.    :,   mother 
Knows   the  best way of preparing ever, thir :,   though s    letimes 
it is  easier  to hove tv dinners.     The  eggs ore a  French way 
or cooking.     Then I  toe',: a  long batl .     I always  take  1 
baths.    Steamy hot ones with peri'- nd  I  lie bade:   the 
yellow house  has a  tathtub on curved   legs.     And   I always 
sleepy and  usually wrap up in a full length  towel,   I bought 
many great  large  towels.     I  bougl t purple ones and   white ones 
and  some with  flowers on them.    And  I wrap up and   step  into 
slippers.    My toes get pink.     ! go d  wn the hail and Till    n 
the  top of my bed.     I don't like  to hove my bed made.     I fall 
on the bottom sheet pulling  the  top  sheet over my  head and 
enougl   ': '   i ket  to cover a  little of ay knees '    t.     I  lie 
curled up with arms against my body and elbows restj       i  \t Lnst 
my thighs.       hen the towel starts  to dry it mal    .• me   stic 
and   I throw it on the flo r  then I am ugh to  sleep. 
tl e winter  1  like   to take  two baths  i   ■■■ y because   it is good 
sleeping with it so cold  outside and  me being w   i   I   to 
.  pink  toes,    But I had   to pick  up Jenna   so I opened  the 
bathra n  ..." i •  to let  the steam out.     It didn't even 
the mirror.     -hen I rubbed dry with the  towel I felt 
waked up and  re ady to do  something in a hurr; .     - y mother 
-.; s reading in the velvet chair and   she had  her feet on an 
ottoman.     She was  quite comfortable and  old.      be   looked  up, 
her eyes were awake,  she must have  been absorbed   in the mi  ;- 
azine.    She  takes  travel magazines  in foreign languages,   too. 
"You  loo:;   quite fresh,   Anne,"    y       ther  said.     It  is   sor.etl■: 
I have   that is pretty.     My  s::in is  very  soft and   I  have  pretty 
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color in my checks.     It is a very delicate    ink  on my cheeks 
and  spreading less bright back tc my ;ia;;.    It looks quite 
Bi utiful with my 11 -: t blue eyes and the ver; black of . 
hair. Mother's face :'s cracked and ray. She has nothi 
pretty except it in  -ice that she  is  so alert all  the 
s  thin:::;.    And  it makes you  interested  in looking 
i t ' er even though she  is a worn out woman.    I told her in 
the morj ing before she went to work about the dance. '11 
want  to so  in and buy a cress.     Have  you your checkbook,  Anne?" 
I started  to tell her  I  had   somethii "  airead was 
back fr ::. the house.    She  turned to me with  time 
enough to say quickly,   "I or. quite pleased.     I'll have your 
'..   er before you go."    And  she drove  straight out  of  the 
yard,  which  on that  side  of the house where  she parks 
car  is  the barnyard. -   Irives very fast and  her car is 
ver;-  small and cut off looking.     She has had   the  same klJ 
for j u rs  and  my   tother was driving me once to an auction in 
the  snail car very fast.    One  : Major An lin  t n v 
chin-  he:    ,c.te  r1   :.'    ily and   living with them   ind   he  ws   ted 
to brine a  toy up  to  ride.       e  was   to  be an       y     ic ri< er 
was  such, fine material,    My mother offered  to give him a 
to stay.     And we went  to the  auction to buy furniture for the 
becr-,->::.     ./e ID     !   ctions.     Sor.etir.es  there ore  the horse 
auctions.    But I did  rot like  the Olympic boy;  he was  small 
Silent and   he rode   Waters horses   all dry  long  and  went 
to bed at eight  and  rose at five   to :ccc and  curry his rounts. 
we drove  to  the auction my mother saw a line  • 
cars in front of her and  said,   "!Ehis w n't  do:  we've ,_;ot to 
pass   them or miss   the auction."    And  she passed   bhei   all with 
all       line on her  sj      .     She  zipped  by in  the   r    ri i    little 
c. r,  passing five  cars,   I c id, back into her lane be- 
fore on oncoming  truck re  lly had   tin    to  frighten me.    After 
said  she woul<   fix    ;.   dinner I efi i .   the  d  nee  ri     was  zip- 
ping down the dirt road  making  terrific cunt and  I bet if  there 
were five cars  that m rning  si     would pass  them,   too. 
ten thougt   I ate  and  bathed andefressed  quickly  I still 
'.  It in a  rush '..'hen I left the house  to pic!: up Jenna .     She 
lives  in a white house with pink shutters and a  pink win ow 
bo;: hanging  out of her living room window.    Her house  is in a 
three  year old  housing deve      mej      bl    t Ben N   be   s   .'c rs worse 
the beltway  they are   »oing to build  to the south. 
her body was above the window box when  I z\v.\:   "he  mot r 
off I heard  her finishing yelling  to c me  on in she was almost 
ready.     I  sat on  the  couch and looked  at yellow and  blue  and 
orange  fl    ers out  the window in the  box.    Jenna  was  in 
sli]    and   she   said   she was more ready thru  she   lo  hoc. 
She  has  long yellow hair and  she was soinu  to wind  it  up  on 
top   >f  her head.     It isn't as pretty as  Sidney's.     Sidney's 
is  sort of yellow white.     All her colors  go  together,   like 
her eyebrows.    Jenna has  sable eyebrows.     I think her hair is 
colored  or her  eyebrows  arc  cl i . i»  '   knoi   she  puts 
something  on her eyebrows. i can  see  i   painted  line  some- 
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tirr.es where she paints her  skin by mistake.    I er mother c 
in from the back yard.     I heard  the  screen slam but I had not 
seen her outside as I drove in.    During  the  hottest part  of 
the day Jenna's mother lies  d wn en a  sheet and  puts alumi- 
num foil around  her body so  she can be  sun tanned.     She   jrows 
strawberries.     She had  some  in a  shoe bo;:.     I  said  something 
about the  fine strawberries and  she giggled.      'he    are,  t o, 
bl ey're great big and are always sweet,  even the  second  time 
in the summer.    But I was looking at the red camisole she was 
wearing.     She wears  the;.: in summer and in winters,  too. 
h  use  is  hot enough in winter.     I come  to  get Jenna in winter 
and  I think I will always get  a  chill when I go away again. 
She wears  halters.    I had never heard  the word used with peopl 
before.     1  said  rood  evening,  Mrs.  Bynum,   and   then about  the 
..  erries.     3he  giggled because I was  1 okij  ;  at he;- red 
camisole.    She was just leaning against the entrajce to the 
om on one lee.       he other knee was  rubbin    the  leg she  stood 
on and  the  other foot was off  the floor with toes flat down. 
I saw poses  like  that on posters for hiss    lelngl   1<   I eer pag- 
eant.     When they had   that contest,  posters were all ever  the 
city.    I wondered  if Jenna's -other cot the way she was stand- 
in- from tl ose posters or she did  it naturally.     She needed 
a bigger halter.     She went out and  spoke   to Jenna.    It was 
getting dark.    The flowers in the box bothered me.    -hey were 
all colors   to clash with  the  pink shutters   outside and   there 
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weren't an;, pin"; flowers. They were pleasant enough from in- 
side though. I don't nine pink doors and shutters and window 
sills.     I GO live  in      very yellow house.    Eut I   bl i  ' 
iuld  have pink flowers.    Jenna  came in and  she w Lng 
sundress.    It lire one-string orange straps a;:,; sunflowers 
ir   the  skirt.    I  thought she might not be dressed  as I was 
.cause when her mother had    ;one  into the next room to  s  e« 
with her,  she had   tol    her,   "Hone   ,   she's   rearing i 
dress."    Jenna  said  how pretty I looked.     I  said   she looked 
pretty,   too.    "hen I wished  I hadn't said,  too.    As if I were 
co.\    im nting myself.    Jenna's mother propped  herself in the 
door when we   left   sa; U      have a   rood  old   tine and   about men 
could pick their  styles  tonight  and  for me  to  call her loot.     . 
everybody did.     I called svening and  sounded   too for: a] 
but I was  thinking hard not_tc call her     x>tsie. 
Jenna and  I only  half talked in the  car.     I was  too 
busy  won ering how it was  going  to be.     I    andered  what  the 
ball room looked  like.      .here I would park an. to enter. 
ould I step in the doorwaj   -.. til I se     Si ney.    Jenna would 
be behind r.e.    I would not desert her,   I am always  lie    friend, 
•he loves me. 
I was not actually worried,   but felt  tl      way   I eld  when 
- had left school. I am always fine ai'ter I have cone so - 
t ir a few tir.es. I can drive in city traffic now any t" le 
I want.     But it was  the net .':: that r.cde :.:;   palms  sweat. 
- didn't want rings on my dress either.     One  thing  I have 
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always noticed about  Sidney oven when  she is showing in a 
black coat,   she neve-:-  sweats.     I parked  in a parking lot 
with many cars in it and people were   going  in at a door to 
the building off the parking lot.    There were men standii ■ 
around  outside  the d    :•  talkij  •.       ne  had  his foot en a 
or urn near  the entrance and  his arm swung  over his knee 
as he  leaned  over. was loo] at ne  1 tit 3   WJ s not in- 
dicating  I noticed.    Jenna  - 3ust then,   "Look at  the 
boys in this  place,  we're  gonna dance  tonight."    That man 
smiled. most ran into Vic  the next sccon:.     He was  stand- 
ing in the doorway and  he was  saying to me,   " eve-en-ing, 
you    exhibitor's pace,  please."    There was   i   man  sitting at 
'   bie behind him with i     :>ne;   box. ar entr nee 
to people without passes.     I  had  n ne.     Vic was   grinning  so 
br  adly he was drooling  just a  little.    Jenna  slai his 
shoulder making his  stiff posture waver,  saying,   "Vic,  you 
look   'marvyoulous'."    He said  to  her whal sal te, aj 
' :n to  the nan coming in behind  us,  wl wed   him his pass. 
Jenna held up traffic a moment  telling Vic  I ow real].- ;;reat 
s  and Mr.  Waters was motioning  t    me.     He was half way 
out of his chair to ma] -     e  see him.    Jenna  w  s   coming  up 
beside ne.     I   thought ho:; si iple   this   really was  and   3 
not bothered any more. 
Sidney had   on a blue linen dress.     Mr.    raters   said   I 
looked  exquisite.     Sidney  si il  a nodding  to people 
who waved  a victor;  sign at her with  their   two middle  fingers. 
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I can wear any cress  I please.    Mrs.   Waters had Jenna  sit 
next  to her and  told  her Sidney had  the lovliest  tack cleaner 
in the country.    Mrs,   Waters leans forward  always  to articu- 
late  her words.     She is  a woman with warmth and correctness 
in "balance to perfection.    I don't like Mrs.   Waters.     I was 
given a drink but  the  ice was crushed   and   slushy.     I couldn't 
tinkle  the ice.     L'he other one at  the   table was Carl Smithwick, 
Mrs. Waters' nephew.    Te was next to me.    Ills chin was about 
rallel to the base of my neck.    I looked straight ahead. 
They all hod a  lovely dinner,  as Carl's guests.    He belonged 
to the   ..hite  Springs  club. faters   if course didn't.    The 
only club  to Mrs.   Waters is  Elkridge-Loudoun Hunt.     She didn't 
say  that.     She   said,   "Carl was  so  rood   to  have us.      .I.ite 
Springs  is  so nice."    She didn't say celebration dinner either, 
or anything like it.    She was perfect. .•     Everyone 
has  to be part of  the  conversation \ er.     Everyone   h s  to 
be  included,     she had  Jenna  chattering wildly.     Sorry to be 
late.     ;inne picked  me  up in plenty   oT  time.     My hair  I couldn't 
get it up.    Sometimes it is impossible.    "It looks so lovely, 
Jenna."    Mrs.   Waters interrupted   to  say some  more nice   thin;:-. 
But Mrs.   ..aters had no kind  of success in me.    My mother is 
well,       he dogs are well.    My mare  is well.     I am well.     - 
bought  the dress at La  Parisienne in   Winchester.     3o what. 
had warbled agreement sometehere dc n in her throat when 
first came up and Mr.   .voters said  I  looked  ex< uisite.    Mrs. 
/aters calls her daughter Siddie.     She calls her dog Woo-Woo. 
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Sidney used  to  have a  pony she  called   .h- .k.     I can't  -;uess 
what she calls Mr. Waters.    Her nephew was leaning over the 
table near me,  his chin even with  the base of my neck.    Jenna 
chattered with everyone.     Sidney was  gracious.     I do have to 
...ire  Sidney,  and  I feel there is   genuine feeling between 
us.     You can hear her  think sometimes but  she always does  the 
right  thing,  as at the fair when I ate  the  green cotton candy 
and   rode  the shoot-the-shoot.     She was receiving congratulations 
every few moments, very nicely.     She  secned not to care  she  to 
the championship at    I Springs.        don't  '   ink really it 
o  much difference   to her.     But I don't think it occurred 
to her  that she would   lose.    When I  think too long  about  Sidney 
I disli':e her so I stopped,    r.er sister would  rice for me ne: 
year.     The sister is  a  small size of  Sidney.    Mrs.  Waters 
turned  then out  just  alike.    Music was starting a  little in 
the big dance room.     Lights in green and  yellow glass bowls 
'./ere  on the  tables.     Mr.   Waters had  smoke hanging above his 
shoulder from his  cigar.     Carl danced with Sidney.     He  said 
something about all  the lovely ladies.    He asked Mrs.   Waters 
to dance  then he  asked me.    I  looked  over his shoulder and 
sr.iled when he  said   some  things,  pretended not to hear some 
others,  and  I watched   the lights in the colored  bowls on the 
les.     ..here were  other bowls hanging from the ceiling by 
chains.    We  sat down and Jenna was  ;.;':nc.     She was  laughing 
from the dance floor with somebody.    I didn't know who it 
could  be.     I didn't like  the dance.    Mr.   i -s.  Waters left 
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"because Sidney had  Carl  to  take her home.     I had not expected 
anything different at the  Exhibitor's dance.    I tl   aght,  "When 
et Tim Tam I might not even come very much."    Jenna had  her 
shoes  off and  a man had  he;' by one  finger.      lidne;    had  people 
come  by the  table.     They all asked  to dance with  me.    I did or 
I didn't, mostly I didn't.    Mostly I didn't care  for  the men. 
arold  Ebbitts could  have done mucl   more nicely tl tost of 
them.     These were  smooth and vacant.    Then suddenly Sidney was 
tie.     She put a man down beside me,  Jack Voss,   I must know 
him,   his brother is  the  steeple-chase  Jocke   .    And  then Sid 
■ ne.     He  tallied and  smoked, and brought me a drink. 
hard  ice  in it and  I reme ibered  to  tinkle the ice.     I  said 
to him,   "These affairs  are dull."     Oh yes  he   said   but he   really 
/...n't seer, to think so,  he was so cheerful.     Would  I like  tc 
ee,  --ell  then we could   just sit  here  and  look at all the 
people.     Later I said,   "Oh,  I    ight dance  one."    There weren't 
so many people anymore.    Vic was still over at  the door,  11 
a  shiny lead  pipe with a red  coat  and  -   s! in:   les -     nob on tc   . 
I said  I must have some  air,   and  vet up  i       walke     toward   . ic. 
The  steeplechase  jockey's brother followed me.    Vic grinned. 
He was  happy   to stand   there.     The man at   the   table   behind   him 
..  s  gone and  he didn't ask for passe:-.     The steeplechase 
jockey's  brother  cot up '.nth me.     He had   a   black polo  shirt 
on.     He was  smiling and  I thought he was   goi       to hold  me. 
had   a cigarette  lit but  still  I  think he was going   to  hold  me. 
In the garden there weren't an;: people  I could  see.     'You know, 
,F 
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Anne,  I think you are  quite interesting."     I didn't say any- 
thing.     ;'_our narce,  it is  Polish".    Russian I said  to him. 
And  he asked  me some more questions and  I  said  I am the only 
surviving daughter  of Prince  Igor Kolnikoff of Russia.     And 
he said very interesting.     I didn't see the people  in the  gar- 
,  but I could  hear  them. 
] e was   going   to   squeeze my hand  and   I  said   I  '-.eve   to   " 
fiance is   going  to  telephone,     he rocked  bad   fr ... me  on 
his  heels.    He did net  step back but it gave  the feeling he 
far away.     "Your fiance,  he is    .ussiar.'. :    No,   English,   ] 
said.    He  will call tonight from England.     The cliffs of "-.over. 
:  is s lord  you know,   Lord Harold   Ebbitts."    There was a noise 
hind ne;   I didn't know if the steeplechase  joe       'a her 
• "-tec  to hold me  any  or« .     I didn't  turn -round  to the noise 
but  I said,   "I kne t  they d(   in the shrubbery."    What was 
that?"  he  said.     I didn't mean to  say  it   out loud.     "I know 
i  ■ LO  in the  shrubbery," I  sai<   again.    I  backed  up and 
turned  toward   the  entrance  to the donee -..here  tl e    msic was 
ing out.     I locked  back once,     e  had  the  cigarette at his 
he was  looking   after ire.    He waved,    - was a!;  the 
nd  said,   "Vic,  let's  go."    "Ma'ai   he  said.     I si   ■■  let's 
go and pulled  at his  shorlder and  he had  to follow. ebody 
cam    walking  ou;  of  the  shrubbery.    Jfnn* man.    Let him 
nave her. No, it was 31dney and a nan. Well, let him have 
i .,.. Let them walk back into the ..'Lite Springs club garden 
shrubbery.    Vic was  s he couldn't leave  his post.    He 
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was  as  extravagantly distressed as  he had been happy moments 
before. was  almost wailing.    But he  got in the front seat 
and  I drove out of the parking  lot.     I drove fast,  and  I would 
have passed cars  in front   .if me if  there had  been five. 
I drove out of White Springs.    It was beginning to rain some 
but  I left  the wipers off and  I thought -..hat they would  do 
ut that in the shrubbery.    The warmness of the summer night 
became damp and my pink brocade cocktail dress was  ?oin | limp. 
I felt better and looked  over at Vic.     I said,   "It was a nice 
>t  '.     Vic?"    I have  their red coat he saic.    "Don't worry 
that,  they won't ::ind.    Vic,  you en; shovi  the coat to 
•   ' mily tonight,   the whole  suit."    Then he said yes ma'am 
I can show it to  the:;: tonight,   they'll be up,  and   the   ;rin 
began to  spread.     Vic was  all right.     I might use  hi 
with  Tim Taj .      !ven in the <   mj    ly  hands were . left Vic 
is  house and went down   the   /alley   toad  until I  turned  toward 
home.     I passed  the sycamore.     There was no  bre   ze  and   the 
sycamore was still.     I didn't mak<   dust.        >t even a ever.- 
ing  could   subdue my yellow house,  even wit]   nc   m OJ   it was 
i   ht.     I got out at   the   side and   went around   to   tl -    'r int. 
I opened   the screen and  door,   got inside,   then closed  the screen 
on  the check I had for Karold  Ebbitts  so it stud   I   lfway out 
tta    screen door.     There was a  spring  1   be]   but the  check fell 
out.     :.  c:   rJ       it out in  the rain to  the mail bo:     n«3  closed 
the lid  so half  the checl    hung out.       .   shoes went dar.p. 
vent upstairs,  shed  the    Ir  ss  on the fl> or,  and stockings and 
■ 
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garter belt which had made a red ridge across ny stomach. I 
pulled a sold chiffon gown on then pulled it off because its 
lace  sleeves  scratched  my skin.    I curlei   i die of  the 
bed.     I heard Mother coir.e down  the  hall,   she  said,   "Goodnight 
nne"  I didn't say anything.     "Am 3"   chc  said.      .  said   "call 
e  Anna".     I pulled  the  sheet up and   the coverlet half-way 
over me.     "Good-: L  ht Anna"  she said   quietly. went b   ■
up the hall.     I smiled  at the  limp darkness,   this was  the hind 
of ni.:ht  I loved,  where  I liked best  to be.     I rolled  on 
back and was quite relaxed, and felt coed and sa_"e to thiJ 
that nothing had reall    happened,  only the aai    . 
HAPI      BUCKET'     IK DE 
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APF    '       ' .   DB !A . DELIGHT 
.aters could remembe]   ..:'ti   colors and fr Be and 
touch something that he lived whan he was six . .    Posic 
• s  riding a   lean chestnut nare and Posie had  OJ 11 
brown jacket   . fi p ins ;l e  coll;   ■ 
1 up< was  following  at an indepei.  : : 
becane  concerned when she turned past some   ;r .. w s out 
of  sight,     hen  tr     te<   bis  pony, which    sa   t hichi.  •  her vio- 
lently because  cl.e  had  cast iron sides,  and  she had  cast  Iron 
»s  because  she had always been kicked  hy ::.   pi ti -\'-: a  ild 
st.    He came around   the   tree and   he  saw Posie.    Now when 
he  Is expecting  to becor.e  a  sage  at an;   mome] t  '.    e  a still 
■  '     i  he  satf Posie.     She -..'as   sitting  her ciaT< , 
•raceful Ion -:.c-,;ged  chestnut,  botb of  tl 
jeending a   soft  JiJ   ifi   tic earth so  their left 
almost in full vie en,  tl unch bi 
-■     stnut's nose little and   al t of  Sight.     It W iwn 
.'.  a red  gold  sun ha.:  just si c       - bhe brow 
.   l-onie's br wn hair, and  they were '     .      hey 
were bu    :.  • witb a deathless brilliance that        e Ben love 
as he could not pe 'haps   ■        !   in  an! ass t     iC     i   •'-' -'■'■'■  his 
diag   :    ;■    ..     I  • should   be   soon  ..  ::.      _'h hfl 
: n and dre cherished wit '        leas;:- 
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that sometimes caused him to run his  tongue around  his lips 
because something tasted good.    At that moment with the   neat- 
ness  of  si:: years he loved  his mother. i       w s -   nelope. 
It v/as her name  until a few years ago when he   saw he:- face 
de pretty like  rubbed wax  Df  artificial table fruit, and 
-:osed  on its surface were  eye-lids and cheeks and purse.. 
smiling lips of  the innocent corpse,     -hen he  no longer had 
a  mother named  Penelope.    He no longer had bher   dth a 
thin face of sickness drained  of fluids,  wit]   a match bo:: 
ryness  that made him hate  to look because  she was ineffably 
ugly.    He no longer had  one   whe   '/as called  I   sie and  rode a 
' jstnut mare at dawnj  and  the soft oval   ...    here held him 
before they knew who he was  had  become  hard and rotted away by 
and nothing  anymore.    He had  cried when they shot  the lean 
chestnut mare for being  old   and  losing  her   teeth so   she  couldn't 
chew enough  to live.     Her once rich chestnut coat had  become 
flaky and   he watched   then roll  he:    :vcr   limp   into   the hole   of 
Lr pretty horse burying    -rounds.    The Waters I   d      cemete 
for  the  family horses prettier than the marbl<   I     '      rs  of the 
.soleur.-. -.'here   they put Posie  after   she  I I  wax. 
Ben could  rcr.ember details of his moment or perhaps he 
I   added   details as  his  experience  and   observation increased 
through the years.       hough it made the:.-, no less  true.    He stooo 
with his back to his desk, arms behind  him an-   leaning on the 
backs of his  hands,  palms curving around  the  leather chair. 
He looked   vast cullioned windows anc  a  cheerful side lawn to 
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his vision.    They had risen to ride before dawn.    They caught 
pony In the dark paddock with her looking smaller and 
being friendly out of curiosit     'or the hour ".'hen there were 
usually no  people,     -hey v:c-re   hacking   to  a  cub hunt before  th 
season officially opened,     Their horses made   swish sounds with 
their  tails on the tall da:.:p grass and   there •.-.-ere  sunnier noises 
of insects.     The   buzz   increased  after dawn so  t!        1 ere   hot 
o ring  sounds,  but before dawn they were carolers of his 
:: i:t.     And  it was cold.    He had  tc blow on    is knuckles with 
hands pulled out of striJ       ;loves  so he could  see  the cracked 
painful redness.     If he rapped  then hard   the fin      s   rould 
Lkely fall off.    His feet were numb and  only his   aother lo 
warm in the jacket with  the fur collar turned  up around  her 
ps.    The brilliance of  the  sun was fabulous in its coldness. 
And  the  trees were permeated with a wetness,   the air was moist 
and   the   leaves   that had not fallen were  drained   of col,.'  fr m 
their determination to regain on the  tree.    Ben Water's vision 
.- a real in all  these seasons  since he knew the land and  the 
feel   of   the  horses in every  second  of   the year's   shiftings. 
.. .  as he  rode  his chestnut gelding alone behind for. and hounds 
with the field  of huntsmen seconds behind  he experienced all 
the details of his vision arain.    He would  ride -.:1th half of 
his attention on the  master's duties   then sna     •   "   :«  with   the 
thought  that it  had  been before bin a;:ain,   in  the mind's  eye 
of his  sixth year  of  life. 
mjamin T.   rfaters ster of Blkri< \  -      doun hunt. 
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He inherited frcn his father who did  fr m his father a  tradi- 
tion which was of necessity the life':; work of then all.     The 
Edwan   '-.  wore boots of his father  the  first    ej js  in 
T,    no  hand  tied iiis own white  linen stocks.    Ben received no 
boots   because Edward  bought fine   laced   ones -,:hen he was  thirty 
five.     They were so durable and  soft  that at seventy-four, 
Edward was driven to the 1 irj     'here he walked  tc his  horse in 
scuff  slippers,  sat on a  folding  chair whil    he  laced his  own 
paper  thin boots.    Ke dismounted  in the same manner with the 
s chair appearing and   the  scuff sandals handed  tc him. 
I   s the boots in his dressing  r om,  they don't stand up 
by themselves but the high tops fold  twice into a cloth bag. 
Once Ben showed  them to  his eldest daughter Sidney.     She held 
the leather between two of her Ion:; elegant fingers end  could 
feel one finger against  the  other although  the leather wen 
between them.     She had not asked   to see  the..      i in.     HOP had 
he inherited from either of  them  their uncanny ability as 
cter of Blkridge-Loudoun.    With one,  the grandfather,  it 
was a passion,   the one participation  that  had  meaning—the 
rest of his life but the  interim between hunts.     The father 
award's passion had been the breedij        '  horses, 
selectively for fine and   sturdy   limbs,   round  dark eyes,  and 
an alertness wl id   reddened  the nostrils at an intimation of 
a day's hunting.    But his own passion he has not discovered 
yet.     It is not the stud  Cataclysm which is the pinnacle of 
• ations of sreat bloodlines.  Hor is it the strategy of 
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the hunt.    Nor does he daydream of the attractively regular 
ttures of his wife.     She- had been perfected, selected  for 
him under the SP.).\C  trained  eye of the father who discerned 
bloodlines and durability without a  hesitating glance.     Nor 
is it his  two handsome daughters  Sidney and  Neal,   though  he 
feels perhaps it might be someday.    For what l-en Waters dees 
feel is his growing role as paterfamilia of  the world  of all 
the "Ikridge-Loudoun lands.     They are  extensive lands,  among 
the most handsone perhaps  of any in  the  entire world,   and   the 
families arc  of  the test and worthiest that he should he  thei 
head.     The path   to   this  wisdom has been  tortuous,   but he  under- 
stands that soon now he will have his heart's desire. 
. e rises with the alacrity that cor.es with knowing that 
today he can please himself.    Carl Smithwick,  his wife's 
brother and  businessman  of his own family and ben1.-: will co-.e 
for signatures   to his papers   but Ben can put off  business  per- 
haps  until   tomorrow,   even until days   have  passed,   because-   today 
is his own.     It is nearly full daylight.    He awoke when it was 
still a one  tone gray outside with mist coming  toward  the 
house  in a  velvet ground  rain.     He would   have liked  to gc  out 
then tc  the  barn but he would have had  to experience  this day 
then the reopening of the day with sunshine.     It would make 
him depressed   as  it used   to  when he fortified with wood  fire, 
blanket and  book to read  against a gray snowstorm da;-;   then 
sun would waver behind  a  cloud,  finally appea ■:   \ with 
force bright enough  to   start the meltii : process  an     ::.ve an 
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appealing warmth or  spring promise.    And  Ben would be left 
alone with a mood   and without  the weather and  closed   comfort 
to sustain it. 
need not dress meticulously,   though he  does.     The 
final dreadful hunt of the season was weeks  ago.     The most 
formal,   the hottest,   the noisiest child-filled  hunt of the 
year except for the  Thanksgiving   ane.    The final dinners and 
breakfasts,  shipping hounds out  to be walked for  the  summer, 
the difficulties  of olosing  the hunt club,  shifting  its 
activities  to  the  summer race horse workouts, was all finished. 
c   has   this day   to   himself. 
Ha  py . uc]        Ls feeding near  the spring,  a  long walk 
down into  the back pasture.       y noon he will be  standing at 
the fence near   the barn,   on  three   leg.;,   his  head  down,   eyelids 
•ly  s: ut  giving  him the appearance of ultimate stupidity or 
extreme comfort,  Ben could never decide which.     The walk  to the 
spring  is a  pleasant one,  grass  sparkling where new yellow of 
morning sun touches  it in patches,  quickly drying  the dew. 
The dawn accomplishes its work as if  there  is no movement or 
growth until it revels with a   burst  of  the purest  sun of   the 
saved   just for   the moment of  triumph,   then slowly abating, 
merging  into dull buzzing  hei t  of  early June.     The horse  is 
s    ./ Buckey's Dream Delight,  Ben's enviable mount in the 
hunting field.     Before     i      y was  Lovely Day although   Ten 
could  not oall  her   that  since  she was named  for 1 enelope's 
chestnut ...are,   and   Ben just called  her Old  Girl  and   Mommie. 
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e would be riding at a  loose walk home  and  suddenl;    bi   aware 
of her. He would  lean down and grab |jer neck and chest and 
slap  her gustily.     Good  eld  girl he would say,  good  old Mommie. 
I appy Is the most sensible,   self-contained  of his  mounts,   he 
reacts with equaninimity though with c-vr.etent intelligent 
speed,     lie   has a   healthy brain and   a   round   strong body;   re- 
serve-cL;.',   though with   genuine good nature he  is Ben's friend. 
stands near  the   strea:: under a water tc] i .     until 
• ppy raises  his  he   d   from grazing.       en he   rs   the   rubbery 
pull of grass shredded  fro™ the roots and  the busy intermi- 
nable :   vement  c     the  horse's   jaws. y is alone across  the 
stream,   the  other  Worses  probably beyond   the   top of   tie  low 
n<   him.    Happy stops.     The chewing  is   'interrupted 
id   he   stares  at yen,   blinking.     Then  the  jaws resur.e though 
ppy is a  statue.     The   tail swishes   once on each side catch- 
in its course          n   red  strands  the  smootl   yellow sunshine, 
in Kappy lowers his   head  to graze,  watcl ing   .en witl   some 
ention as he might  follow wit!      Is         s   bhe      ve tent of a 
bird  close by hopping  for worms.    This  is  like Kappy;  1 en 
expects  this,    He will not I    k   .r shy    wa;    or  .. irately 
avoid  bcin;- caught.     But he will make    en walk u;   to  him and 
attach  the lead  shank  to  his halter.     The first Lovely Day 
was the only horse devoted  to Ben.     3he would  stand with her 
neck arched  over  the white rail fer.ee,  scratching  the skin to 
lower her head  to Ben's  small hand.     He   r«         ws seein    his 
o      ...■     fingers  creased   with  bab;: fat  stroking  her incredibly 
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soft nose.     She would  take  sugar from his  half open palm 
only with her lips,  her whiskers  tickling  and  his hand wet 
when she   snorted   as  she  shook ;.• ay ~:  fly.     She would   turn 
her great arched neck  sideways  and bunp his body with her 
head,  rutting awi      ... itel   against Ben's  body which was 
staggering with on effort  to remain upright.    Ben lords 
py and  looks back  to a; precii te his  fine  animal,  putting 
the first Lovely Day  out  of his mind   after   one   flinching 
effort. 
■    stops at  the  fence  tyin ; y,  n  t wanting  to leave 
the sunshine for the dark cool corridor  of  the  barn.     It will 
be nice  to walk in  the tarn to dismount,  but now the comfort 
of daylight.    He brings  out brushes and  the  saddle and  bridle, 
the fragrance  of Happy's  healthy shining coat delightiJ  :  his 
master.     The  great stallion Cataclysm has appeared around  the 
corner of the barn,  active .   D W at a  trot,  but a  c m- 
fortable  ambling  trot,  i   vie    out of curiosity  to sec- who 
' vc\'.c;   is near his  paddock,   investigating.     He   sees .en, 
stands a moment deciding not  to nicker   igain as 1     6   d  before 
he red  arounc.   the  barn.    Then he  trots    way at an amble, 
stops  at  the far sice    f  the  floweriJ        pple  tree,  d  es not 
bother   to watch any more,   and   lowers  his   head   to    raze. 
Ben mounts . uc  ey  and walks  out of the barnyard 
along  the  lane between Hi ppy's   pasture  and   the field  of 
Catalysm.    He reaches  the r nd  turns   le: t    cross  the 
Llow field   along  Cataclysm's  fence.     Cataclysm lifts  his 
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head once more but does not  trot acrcss  the  field.    He  lies 
down rolling,  scratching  his tec .   sides,  kicking with  the 
effort to  turn completely  over.    Ben       thers  the reins  and 
ves into a responsive  trot until the  end  of the field  and 
the beginning of  the woods  at  the chicken cop.     Before  he 
decides  to  Jum] y into   the woods he  tl Ln   i  of his eldest 
daughter Sidney.    Te  sees  her as she was   ane autumn .■:.    n 
at  the chicken coop,  crouched  en the   tree  stump crying,  inter- 
rupting  the  stead    wail only for a deep sol,  then increasing 
hi  :   little  girl sound   of unha; -iness.     His  first glance 
k ln her unhurt limbs,  no blood,  and   the dirt  s :>n her 
forehead.     I e    oved the mare into a  trot in the direction of 
Sidney's  confused      i    .  reins  trailing,   and   the pony not able 
to decide wl ether to run or wait for the mare  t roach. 
anted  and  picked   up  the rein.',   while   3idney*s   p 
felt relief  of a   thing finished   and   the   security  of being 
'.Jed again.       ... unted  the mare  leading  the pony at s 
walk,   cognisant of   the   re     swelling  in  the  pony's   rear   leg 
and  the fragment missing from the front  h  of.     Is  he came  to 
-■  Sidney had  just noticed  a  cut on her  elbow and  thin scrat- 
ches with intimations  of blood  along  the si Lnn pea.    Her 
cry rose again in fury of the discover" .     1 er face was  con- 
torted   in the  indelicacy   of  lost control.     Daddy  she -•.•oiled 
as her lies  became instantly formulated  with  the  words  which 
tumbled  out.    There was a  ragged nail on the chicken coop and 
she came into  the jump out of  the woods.     Sidney  saw it and 
started   to step  the  pony.    ]ut  the pony had  so much heart 
she  could not refuse,  she  hit  the nail with  her front hoof 
carving a wedge and  fall ij     with her head and nee1,-: alone  the 
;round.     Ben never  said  why "ere you afraid  of the  chicken 
coop, why did you hesitate and  why n      I ave you perhaps des- 
troyed   the productivity  of an honest pony.    She looked  at him 
as  if  to soy you don't believe me Daddy,  you better believ 
me  so  I'll make you believe  the  truth as  I have made it up. 
she cried with     ore  determination than ever.     . en  t ok 
• young  1    dy  up 1 ef   re  him in the   saddle  socti :'.:   ;   her until 
tl "j reached  the lane and  her sob::  were  only small  sounds in 
her throat rising no farther than her palette,  to begin in 
earnest once more when he   transferred her to her mother's an s. 
. en allows Happy : uckey   to move  into  his very sure   canter and 
.   :. is  the weather  gray chicken coop  into  the woods.    It 
will   be   too hot for   the  woods   soon,   insects  are  already corn- 
to attack     ■    )y's e;;rs.    Ben rips a  branch fighting  the 
en limb,   twisting   it  and  fightiJ g   the   chew    end   until  it 
is free in his hand.    He  leans  ever  the  horse's neck and fans 
the   leaves   over   his   ears.     A flat-winged   brown insect settles 
on Ha       's neck and  Ben kills  it with his open prim.    The 
body  explodes  and   thick  bright  bleed   smears  along Happy's 
neck and  covers Ben's hand  seersin,- into  the creases of his 
palm,     -he       :   n the  horse';- necl    jets wet from er.ercise and 
at  and  dirt collects  on the  reins,   there will   settle damp 
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grit on Ben's hands between his  fingers  so  he will not want 
to brush  the  sweat from his forehead with   them,     "rut he can 
only think of Sidney in moments  of her  life.    Her beaut;   has 
grown purely until it is almost divine  and   he feels deeply 
when  he  sees  her coir.e in a  room or wall: to  a  table of waitin 
friends at a  party.     She has   ;rown up  in hie  home,  in his 
Slkridge-Loudoun   ;orld with  the appropriate  summer  trips  to 
Vienna   and   the west coast. she  has not  been steadily be- 
fore  him.    He has never been with her days  or weeks,  reveling 
in her playing near him for hours or being  held bj   him Ion 
at nights before  she  sleeps.     But Sidney h rn up in 
oents  as   if  she had  nosed   for  a   series of  photographs and 
Bej   has  said   these photographs  are my dau-hter.      .. ■      e  1 at 
ten or eleven now is  the background  to  Sidney's growing up. 
It is happeninr  in the shadows of his reverie,   coming into a 
lighted  room at dinner or passing from the vestibule onto  the 
lawn of a rainy day.     Sfet Ben knows his daughter,  graceful, 
delightfully at  ease  in company,   sure   in linen or  in the   satin 
of her debutante  ball gown.    And he knows her from moments. 
As   the moment in his   study when   he had   just   hung   the  chart. 
He   had   read   in a   periodical  that he could   have   on fine   parch- 
ment   the  liaeage   of an;; of  his   hounds  for sever:  dollars,   the 
pedigree would  register four generations and for  twelve dollars 
he could  see   the names of bloodlines reaching back as many as 
fourteen generations.     1 en had   or-e ed   it for a   hound   at ran- 
dom since there were none  he  loved,  he  simply ad-.ired  them for 
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eir different hinds of hunting  s'.ill. 
and was not so impressive as the description of its pri   bing. 
] ut "..en was delighted  at the nar.es and  the fact that he I 
the names  in print on the wall.    He ordered  a black frame 
with a dark marbled  edge.     He  turned   al      '-.  the  room fror:. 
di 'ferent angles and  saw his parchment.     The names were .'.:. 
bole  regular print instead  of a  pretty script.    He  gloated 
fro:: the window "./here  he loaned  hie  elbow    .   he sat in his 
ifortable  desk chair.    There -.;as  little  on  bhe    es]   exc 
gold  of ink wells and  pretty desk adornments.     Sidney   - 
into  the room almost disheveled  fror. a ride. sow I 
fi   her and walked toward the couch with a glass tiade. 
She sat down almost heavily and   settled bach into what was 
almost a  slouch,    he had her notice  the pedigree  in Its bri ht 
Ink and   black print  and  printe<     icture  of hounds rcu 
across  the   top.     She looked   and   exclaimed  3 bhan she  ev 
usuallj   did.     But Da   d;   it's so — and  she  stopped     '       bhe 
sound  in her  throat. lowered  her voice  the said, 
it's  charmini   Daddy.     Am    she walk      over to the glassed frame 
and carefully studied  the >f   \ aerations   ..: one of 
father's hounds.     She coi   : smiled   and        e  inte  es 
relations with nar.c-s of hounds living  and   those others whose 
les  she  tried   to remember.    They chatted until she rose  to 
bathe and  refresh after the  ride.     But    en oai  ;ht an 1 
her that photogr    .       L   his   ind. he remembered a little 
ashamed  that he had bee]     rati "led  to see a flat br va   bick 
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clinging  to her blond eyebrow. 
•   > y Buckey canters  out of the yellow green shade of 
the woods.     He   trots quickly,  loosely across   the  f' ith 
the ruined  house in its middle.     Ben pulls  to a walk and passes 
between the  two  tall brick chimneys.     The tractor  road passes 
through   the Le   of  the  house   skeleton.     .. rail pro- 
jects for four feet  to the  left.     There is a  rambling vine 
profuse on the wall's back  and   sides  so  that only 8  few sbnes 
arc-  visible.     It is   as if   the vines  are a   soft  tunnel  and  a 
an could   s1 nee deep in its  midst.     It looks  mysteri usly 
hollo;/,   the burying  place  as it occurs  to Ben for  the house's 
soul.     Ben passes  through the ruin and   they gall- ther. 
Happy  and   ken gallop first  controlled   and   then   the-        Hop 
faster   than it  is  conceivable to   run. leans   forward not 
king   of breathing,  perhaps not  breathing but   having v:ind 
beaten i..to  him by   the onrushing  -..'inc.     llsprrr Is   net iv.jving 
to.    .       nything. tractor roaci   aa     bhe  field  are Ion-,   t: 
•e open and sparkling but horse no • rider is aware. there 
is   the r-:ove:r.ent,   the   fierce   pounding  on  the  hard   dirt road.     They 
are   at    ne  with  the   incredible motion that every  filer   of  them 
is   straining for,   releasing   what   they are,   and   they are alive. 
Ben's knees  begin to   slip.     Happy can hear  his  own breath- 
ing,   feel his   ov:n heart pounding   until  the   throbbing of his 
blood   through his  body  is painful.     The   road   has  curved  and 
he  can see   the  end   :>f the road  at  a  closed v;ooden  gate,     len 
feels   the  sweat in his   hands,  the   white  foam of Happy's neck 
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is in his hands causing  the wet reins to  slip.    Together at 
the  same moment  they know the run if to be  ended,  any more 
would  be a mistake.    They  stop ne;  •   the   gate,  they have fin- 
i  hed,    Happy knows he need not jump the  fence. stands 
blowing out his  lungs while  Ben reaches down to open the 
late: .       appy Is  through,  pivoting around   to  st nd     .ere 
Een can reach down again to close   the gate.     .."hey  turn to   the 
path on the-  right walking in the  shade w ods along the edge of 
an alfalfa field.     Neither wants to go in the woods,  there are 
bhe  flies.    At  the woods'   edge  they have  the flecked light and 
the nice  summer wood  buzzing  sounds,  but not so many flies. 
Ben comes onto  Fitzhugh  lane     Two retiree  steeplechasers com 
to the fence  to  extend   their noses  toward  Happy.      n    nips at 
»s face and  Ha < y squeals.    The  two  horses  turn i     y and 
run together a i'c-   yards,  then separate wickedly,   the one 
kicking out with  hind feet at the other,   the  smaller horse 
returning  the kick but aiming  in anger at  the air.     Jhen  they 
settle near  the middle ox   the field,  grazing close  together as 
friends.    Een sees  the brown ancient form house  at a distance, 
can see no movement,     Paddy  Fitzhugh is asleep.      he   :en in 
the  bedrooms  are  asleep and   the man on the couch  and   the  one 
on the floor are  asleep all resting  peacefully the sleep  of 
friends,     ben went  to Paddy's   party last night,   too. 
always invited  and   he  always  comes   by before nine,   before 
Paddy and  his friends play polo bareback on the children's 
nies or strip as  they run down the path  to  the  horse waterin 
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lake   in the back pasture.     Sometimes,  ever, often,   Ben would 
like   to stay.    The pattern is  set now and  it is too late to 
extend  the short visits.    T.'esides young Paddy is a  wild nan, 
racing  fiercely drinking and playing with as mucl    single- 
lindedness as he  has when racing.       e  is  tl e  best  stee •'   se 
jockey in the country,  one  of the best in Europe,  and  the 
accepted  failure  of ell i rs of     Lkri    e-Loudoun country. 
py is not breathing  so h w but he is hot  - in     ;rowiJ 
tired.     He   shakes   his   head   and  froth flies out from his   h 
ing  lips  and   joins  the  foam along  his  neck and under the reins. 
Ben cannot help Paddy.     It is  the others of   llkric     - an, 
neration of calr. ones born of generations before   the i 
of calm worthy people w! o will not allow the failu wild- 
ness   to manifest  in their  lives   or   their children's  lives. 
•   y turns  toward  home but    en moves  hi::, in the  op- ccite 
direction,  going   toward   the  house •■here he  gre1        . are 
fc aters houses  in Elkridge-Loudoun.     One  is Cool    r    ...  .here 
i-is father lived.     Ben moved  out when his grandfather died  and 
took the grandfather's house.     -' ol  Brook has  the   greatest 
auty  of  the  two Ben had   alwa; s   thought,  but his wif    h;:d been 
glad   that  their generation got the other farm because it WJ S 
r end   brighter and   had   french  doors,  a   stone patio and 
the perfect spot for the great kidney  shaped  pool she had 
ordered  built two years ago.     Sidney may ma -ry a lawyer and 
she  has  said   she   will not   live  at Cool i-.ro >k because it is 
very nice   she says  but  simply   too compaet,   she   says  to  be 
practical,    Ben would  surest  that they move back  to  Cool 
>ok but his wife would  shriek in a well bred undertone. 
Instead  Mrs.  Kolnlkoff had wanted  to buy Cool Brook for the 
three years  she had  been living  in its   yellow  tenant  house. 
Ilrs.   .'Inters  thought  that charming  and  she magnanimously 
arranged with her brother to  sell Cool Brook to Mrs.  Kolnlkoff 
and Mrs.  Waters knew Een would be  so pleased  to have  one more 
unnecessary trouble off his hands,    Since his parents'  death 
lie   had   been obliged   to  ke(      the     lace up and  it was  a   bother, 
was   it not.     Besides   Sidney will want   to travel  to Arthur's 
estate  that backs-  on the Vanderbilt estate when she decides 
to marry him.     Ben feels  desire  to rice into the yard.    He 
will go  around  tc the ..-usted gate,  open it with facility 
ride into  the   yard  from  the back.     He   had  opened   it countless 
tir.es,   repaired   it,   fought as  it  always   sagged   into   the ditch 
it made;   he  had  learned   to operate  the  difficult old   gate with 
case.     They walk up  the hill  to  the back gate and I en does not 
dismount but  leans over  to open a  new aluminum fence with a 
flick of his wrist.    He rides around  to  the front,  then decides 
he  should not  be in Mrs.  kolnlkoff«s yard.    He goes up the lai 
and Happy starts  to walk faster,  knowing the direction toward 
home.     Een actually has   to  pull at  the   reins   to   jump Happy 
over   the   post  and  rail fence   into  the   pasture  in front of Cool 
Brook.     Then they stand  facing the great trick house fr 
across  the  top of the yellow,  sw et rose tushes  that ramble 
wildly and  magnificently about  the barely visible rail fence 
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beneath.    Ben instinctively looks to  bhe upper right window, 
Mrs.  Kolnikoff's bedroom     It used   to  be  his   own,   and   he   sees 
looking down on hi^ cr beyond  him Mrs.   Igor Kolnikoff.    He can 
see in  the long vide window her arms lying on the straight 
3ns of a  bi6 chair Pushed  to  that window.     He saluted her 
always when the hunt was castin;; over  this  field,     .he has 
told him how she  loves  to watch the., all ride by.     She cits 
straight and  silent, nodding only faintly though   ;randly at 
hir: as  he raises his  ham   in silent gree   :.    .       hen the daugh- 
ter Anna  appears at  the window behind  her -other and  administer* 
somehow to her because  she brings  her head down i lniost  to  her 
-other's  ear.    Anna  had  left her -other a year ago  ar     s!   p- 
keepers  in Ruxton had   told  stories  of her leaving with a pro- 
fessional  horse   show man who was  thirty-si:: years  old.     Anna 
must he   barely over  twenty no--.       ut     on never a   oke   e::c 
pleasantly to Mrs. Kolnikoff listening about Anna's letters 
from tic   En  lish  r   .ation across  the Atlantic.    But Anna had 
ack  silent never leavin    the   house,  with   ■ !i  aey> 
congenial  efforts   to invite   her  out •      oc :   nt   -• ion, 
though he does net e::pect it.     The  two  sit and  stand  like  st ne, 
looking down past him from his own be< ro<  . window,     He  has no 
wisdom for  them,   he only wants ardently to hove then out of 
his bedroom where  he ;;re    up  :u-.c where  I:..  :.-. ■ ■•    :  .  -oh: lc- 
collection on that window sill,    he  nods again and   turns 
awa- •       ' lias   to   sweat  heavily again from the  heat   this 
tim< .    Ben's eye and  trained   -solos know he has been out too 
■ 
'■ 
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long. starts   toward   hone  and   sees a   tall  stand  of   trees 
around which he knows  Is  the forty acre pasture.     A tall 
chestnut horse  cor.es around   the corner munching  there  rang- 
ing forward  extending  her slender neck    itl   an iman 
delicac; .            >y does not want  to respond  to his master,  after 
a  full gallop in early June at  ten in the ;::orning.    ] a]   y tries 
t''  t;::'-    - '•■'■'"•-■       --••    Ben kick!   him,  he  leaves and  ju: ps,   sur- 
rised  at  the force of Ben's heels  on his  sices. trots 
in the   heat around   the  field   then Befl makes  him canter   the 
length  of   the  pasture,   jurr:p   the   brook and   c                to   the  open 
field  where  he  loved  to ride  so much as a  chile.    . en comes 
to tie  edge of  the woods  and  pulls  .            up sharply,   then 
si es  him ahead  a  sharp  trot.     They cose around a projection 
of  tr cs and   there is  the sun haze of a hot di -oac  ing 
n.     ] en sits  his horse and  looks  at the empty   "ield,  the 
sweat pouring down his   neck from his  hair and   forehead   into 
his  cyez.     Penelope his   mother would  not  have  liked   to   see 
-ool Brook with   the Kolnikoffs at his windc   .      len thinks 
- snelope would  have teen angered with him for doing it or 
allowing  it  to be done.     He  trots past the spot where  he 
ted   to  see   the   sun rise as  a   child   but it  is   too late 
June day is now much   to-far along and   it   is  horribly 
throat burningly hot.    He delays one  sec nd more  then pulls 
py toward   the pickett fence back toward Cool Brook.    Happy 
Euckey  balks,   this  is not  the way he knows to go hose.     Ben 
pushes him,   turns  him,     Happy's  body  heat and  lather and  tired 
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le^s are deciding him in protesting  to his master.    Eut 
pushes hi...,  and  Happy respond.-;  haltingly.      hey come into  the 
old  jump,  there are vines  thick on the ground.    Happy is balk- 
ing,   his feet  tangle  and  he rears   in anger and   fear and  frus- 
tration.      Ben slips bac:, ever the wet flanks knowing it is 
useless   to struggle for control.    He crumples with   the vines, 
the   -•oiling  horse across his  left leg.     Happy rises arid   1 en 
looks at him with interest.     An excellent hunter with such 
fine lines Ben automatically observes.    Sweat falls  from Happy 
rho is now as frightened as he  is  tired.    He  tries  to shake 
the  sweat off.        en has not fallen  from a  horse   in  ten years. 
The  soaked reins  are on the ground.     Pen leans forward  to 
touch  the reins   but  his   left ankle cannot  sustain his veight. 
He   cannot feel   the leg and  he  rolls  on his   side   to  reach  the 
reins.    Happy suddenly sees his  fr    d  :.;,  he  jumps  away then 
starks  staring down at ken from a  short distance.      inge:   rises 
in ken as   the decision cor.es upor   Happy.     The  fine   hunter who 
has never balked   before,   always   responded  and  always alloi 
self   to he  approached   '.s walking   away   toward   home,     ke 
stops once ...ore   in hesitation,     ken picks up a   bit  of rock 
and   aims   it  squarely for Happy's forehead.     The   horse   jumps 
away,   trots with  reins dangling   then with direction he moves 
into a   center   toward home;   perhaps   the reins will not  trip 
him is   .en's automatic   thought.     Ben  lies  bac'    and   shades   his 
eyes    r m the  sun.    His hunter will go home and  they •.ill come 
looking for him.     Perhaps  he will sit in his den and  tell 
this to  Sidney,  she vail listen,  and   she will  learn something. 
Perhaps  if his  ankle  is not damaged   seriously he can rice  I is 
stallion Cataclysm in the cool of this evening. feels 
the ankle begin to hurt,  the swelling beginning   to push against 
the  creased   leather of  his   boots,   a  steady mounting  hurt. 
Besides,   he   thinks   just before   the  pain comes   from his mouth 
in a cry,   besides,   if  he  saw Si< r in the even- 
he could  probably not  think   . _' anytl ing  to  sa; . 
